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Weather 
Today: heavy snow with 
a high in the lower 30s 
and 15 to 25 mph winds 
The race is on: USG candidates 
are on the campaign trail. 
Senior Robin Walls leadership 
is unparalleled" in Gymnastics. 
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by Rich Harris 
The Associated Press 
CLEVELAND - A federal 
judge said the hearing on a 
request to block the trial burn at 
an eastern Ohio hazardous waste 
incinerator must be wrapped up 
Tuesday. 
Opponents of the Waste Tech- 
nologies Industries incinerator in 
East Liverpool have asked U.S. 
District Judge Ann Aldrich to 
block the test. 
The opponents, including the 
environmental group Green- 
peace, say the test isn't an accu- 
rate barometer of the plant's per- 
formance. They also say the test 
poses a threat of dioxin conta- 
mination. 
"I'm very unhappy 
about having to 
continue this case 
through the weekend." 
Judge Ann Aldrich, 
during Feb. 10 testimony 
Dioxin Is a suspected carcino- 
gen. 
Plant operators say the facility 
is safe. Plant lawyer Randolph 
Wiseman has noted that WTI will 
not be burning any dioxin in the 
trial bum or during normal oper- 
ation. 
Small amounts of dioxin can be 
created in the combustion pro- 
cess, but the plant has been 
equipped with anti-pollution 
equipment to reduce emissions, 
witnesses for the company have 
testified. 
Judge Aldrich has expressed 
frustration at the pace of the case 
which she initially hoped would 
be finished last week. 
"I'm very unhappy about 
having to continue this case 
through the weekend," she said 
Wednesday, the last day of testi- 
mony last week. 
On Tuesday, the opponents are 
expected to call risk assessment 
experts to refute testimony from 
consultants hired by WTI then 
proceed to closing arguments. 
Aldrich has instructed both 
sides that they will have no more 
than an hour apiece for closing 
arguments. 
The judge has said she expects 
to issue a decision soon after the 
hearing ends even if a formal rul- 
ing isn't ready until later. 
WTI has complained that it is 
losing $115,000 a day while the 
debate over the plant's future 
continues. 
The opponents filed suit in 
mid-January, a few days before 
the trial burn was scheduled to 
begin. Defendants are WTI, its 
Swiss parent company Von Roll, 
the U.S. Environmental Protec- 
tion Agency and the Ohio EPA. 
On Jan. IS, the opponents won a 
temporary restraining order that 
held up the test until Aldrich 
could return from vacation and 
hold a full hearing. 
That hearing, first scheduled 
for Jan. 18, was delayed until Jan. 
22 and again until Feb. 7, at the 
request of government attorneys 
who wanted more time to line up 
witnesses. 
Testimony has been interrupt- 
ed by repeated objections and 
arguments between attorneys. 
Keeping The Movies Clean 
he BC Newi/NIck DIFonza 
Cleaning 16mm film in the Instructional Media Services office In the Education building, media spe- 
cialist Julie Baker (left) and junior IPCO major Deanne Lamblllotte prepare a movie for exhibition. 
Baker explained, "All the films we get in must be cleaned before they are shown." 
University students 
run for Council seat 
by Kimberiy Larson 
campus editor 
At separate press conferences 
yesterday afternoon, two Uni- 
versity students - a current and 
a former College Democrat - an- 
nounced their candidacy for the 
soon to be vacant Ward One City 
Council seat. 
Junior film studies major Todd 
Wesseler, who recently resigned 
from the CDs, announced his 
candidacy in a surprise move, 
while CD Vice President Sam 
Melendez, a junior social studies 
education major, announced his 
intention to run more than a week 
ago. 
Melendez said he was sur- 
prised to hear he faced oppo- 
sition from another student De- 
mocrat because Wesseler took so 
long to make the official announ- 
cement. 
"I'm surprised Todd waited 
this long to announce his candi- 
dacy," Melendez said. "I guess 
I'm shocked, but I'm also confi- 
dent that the best candidate will 
win. I don't think it's really that 
big of a deal." 
Due to Wesseler's announce- 
ment, a primary election must be 
held to determine who will be the 
Democratic candidate on the 
official election ballot in Novem- 
ber. 
Michael Brennan, Undergrad- 
uate Student Government chief 
legislator, said although two 
members of the same party will 
be running against each other, he 
does not think the student vote 
will be split between the two. 
"I think the primary is healthy 
because It gives both candidates 
the incentive to campaign early," 
Brennan said. "We're all Demo- 
crats and it's the party's way to 
give the decision to the people." 
Brennan said things could be a 
"little tense" but will end up 
strengthening the Democratic 
party. 
"We're all Democrats ... we're 
all in this together," he said. 
CD President Mike Cook 
agreed with Brennan. 
"After the primary, [unity] 
worn be a problem," he said. 
Cook also said more money will 
be spent on the campaign since 
Clinton's popularity rates low 
Ohioans think President has broken many campaign promises 
The Associated Press 
CINCINNATI - President Clinton 
received higher disapproval ratings during 
his first few weeks In office than his 
predecessors did at the same point in their 
terms, a statewide poll reported Monday. 
The Democrat began his term with lower 
popularity among Ohioans than Repbulicans 
George Bush and Ronald Reagan enjoyed in 
their first few weeks in office in 1981 and 
1989, according to the Ohio Poll. 
The poll found that 56 percent of those 
surveyed approved of Clinton's perform- 
ance, while 34 percent disapproved and 10 
percent had no opinion. 
Pollsters conducting the telephone survey 
questioned 844 adults - selected at random - 
Feb. 3 through last Wednesday. The poll has 
a margin of error of 3.4 percentage points. 
The University of Cincinnati's Institute 
for Policy Research conducted the poll. The 
University and The Cincinnati Post spon- 
sored the Ohio Poll. 
The Ohio figures compare with a similar 
Gallup poll that was taken Jan. 24-26. The 
Gallup survey found that 58 percent of 
Clinton has generated 
controversy among Ohioans by 
allowing homosexuals to serve 
in the military and a perception 
that he is breaking campaign 
promises, particularly with his 
back-pedaling on a middle-class 
tax cut. 
Cincinnati pollsters 
Americans approved of Clinton's job per- 
formance, 22 percent disapproved and 20 
percent had no opinion. 
Clinton has generated controversy among 
Ohioans by allowing homosexuals to serve in 
the military and a perception that he is 
breaking campaign promises, particularly 
with his back-pedaling on a middle-class tax 
cut, the University of Cincinnati pollsters 
said. 
Of those who disapproved of the presi- 
dent's performance, 11 percent cited the is- 
sue of homosexuals in the military, while 9 
percent expressed beliefs that he is ignoring 
promises that were made during the cam- 
paign. 
Clinton's approval ratings are only slightly 
lower than those of Reagan (59 percent) and 
Bush (63 percent) at the same early point in 
their terms, but his 34 percent disapproval 
rating is more than twice that of his 
predecessors. 
The poll was released prior to Clinton's 
nationally televised address Monday night 
from the Oval Office. 
Other reasons Ohioans expressed for dis- 
approving of Clinton included perceptions 
that he is not addressing major issues (7 
percent), his pro-choice stance on abortion 
(6 percent) and the fact that he is a Demo- 
crat (4 percent). 
Eleven percent of Clinton's supporters 
said they think he represents change and 8 
percent said they like him because he is a 
Democrat. 
"The city council just 
doesn't seem to get it." 
Sam Melendez, Ward 
One Council candidate 
there will be the additional un- 
forseen expense of campaigning 
for a primary. 
"It's going to be uncomforta- 
ble," Cook said. "It's inconven- 
ient - we'd rather spend the 
money for the fall." 
Each candidate said they want 
University and permanent resi- 
dents of Bowling Green to work 
together in order to accomplish 
the goals of Ward One. The main 
issue for both candidates is re- 
districting. 
Wesseler said if elected he 
would be the "city's leading ad- 
vocate for the cause of redistrict- 
ing." 
Likewise, Melendez said he 
would work day and night on the 
issue of redistricting if it is not 
solved by the time new council 
members are elected. 
"The city council just doesn't 
seem to get it," Melendez said. 
"They don't get student issues 
and more importantly they don't 
seem to understand Ward One is- 
sues." 
However, the similarities in 
their campaign platforms end 
there. 
Wesseler favors rezoning pri- 
vately owned property in Bowl- 
ing Green to accomodate a 
Meijer's store, whereas Melen- 
dez says It is unnecessary. 
Melendez said former Ward 
One Council member Scott 
Ziance, who recently resigned 
from the position, was not ag- 
gressive enough to redistrict 
Bowling Green and was too con- 
cerned with party politics. 
"I think Ziance was more about 
Mike Marsh and the Republican 
party then about his constitu- 
ents," Melendez said. 
Mike Marsh, Bowling Green 
city attorney, opposes redistrict- 
ing and will represent the city in 
the event of a lawsuit concerning 
the issue. 
First year journalism and polit- 
ical science major Todd Kleismit 
is running as a Republican , 
Clinton to stop 
in Ohio, hoping 
to gain support 
for budget plan 
The Associated Press 
UTICA, Ohio - President 
Clinton is scheduled to visit 
Ohio to drum up support for 
his economic plan, Ohio 
Democratic Party Chair- 
man Eugene Brans tool said 
Monday. 
Branstool said in a tele- 
phone interview that Ola- 
ton is expected to hold a 
town meeting in ChiUl- 
cothe, about 45 miles south 
of Columbus. 
Brian McPartlin of the 
White House advance team 
In Chillicothe said Clinton 
would spend the night 
Thursday and hold a town 
meeting at Chillicothe High 
School on Friday. 
Branstool said Clinton 
will need support for his 
plan, which he was to out- 
line In a nationwide address 
Monday night 
■* 
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have say on pill 
*r 11 he procedure is too simple. 
-L This, more than anything, seems to worry 
pro-life activists when they hear about the French 
abortion pill, RU-486. They worry that if the Food 
and Drug Administration allows women to use the 
pill in the United States, the number of women seek- 
i ing an abortion will increase because of the seem- 
ingly easy procedure. 
Available in the United Kingdom, China and 
France, the pill is used as an early form of abortion 
and can be taken up to the eighth week of pregnancy. 
RU-486 has been banned in the United States, but 
President Bill Clinton has pledged to review the ban 
against importation. 
We hope Clinton will decide to reverse the ban and 
will make the pill available to women in our country. 
It has been used successfully in other nations, and 
there is no reason why it shouldn't be available here 
along with other abortion procedures. 
The pill has been used abroad by patients under 
the care of a physician, so it is no more easily attain- 
able than a surgicald abortion. Pro-choice activists 
who worry RU-486 makes patients too detached or 
far-removed from their actions overlook the emo- 
tional effects women suffer when they get an abor- 
tion. Having the pill available will not make the pro- 
cess any emotionally easier or encourage women to 
have an abortion. But it does provide a less physical- 
ly painful procedure. 
It's a choice women should have -- a decision they 
should be able to make on their own without govern- 
ment intervention. 
Norplant should 
be left to choice 
Norplant has been praised as the first genuine 
revolution in birth control since the pill. This 
contraceptive, surgically implanted in the arm, has 
also been called the savior of poor women, especially 
teenagers, who can "afford" the brief operation 
under Medicaid. 
Norplant generally eliminates "I forgot to use 
protection" as an unwanted pregnancy excuse. And, 
with an effectiveness duration of five years, these 
small insertions have proved valuable in fighting the 
epidemic of teen pregnancy. 
What should not be occurring is governmental ul- 
timatums to women on welfare: Receive the implants 
or get booted from the welfare wagon. This is subsi- 
dizing of poor women to not have children, and we at 
The News feel it is wrong. 
Rather, education of young and poor women who 
so often find themselves with an unplanned preg- 
nancy should be stressed. The government should 
try to help women who want the implant but not tell 
those who don't, "Stop having children you can't af- 
ford to have or else." A society in which even the 
poorest woman can choose how many children to 
have, if any, is better than one whose goverment, 
•ven for the right reasons, tells her to stop. There is, 
of course, no cure-all. However, Norplant - volun- 
tarily used by women with government assistance, 
not insistence - can continue to become an effective 
protection against unwanted pregnancies, teen or 
otherwise. 
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Love develops chemically 
"Dear Doogie: I love you very much, and I 
can't Imagine life without you. Here's to 
many, many more. Big Kisses. Love, Pe- 
tunia" 
Ads like this graced the pages of last Fri- 
day's pre-Valentines Day issue of The BG 
News, and they inspired me, with the help of 
an embittered friend, to write this week's 
column on love, marriage and the sick idea 
of both in today's world. 
If you are currently in love, you might 
want to stop reading here. Or, you could read 
on, laugh and just realize that this piece is 
meant to help the shattered egos of those of 
us whose hearts have been stomped on by 
the opposite sex. 
Before we get to that serious ritual of 
commitment, engagement and marriage, 
let's first discuss the idea of falling in love. 
You meet someone in a bar, your class, 
through a mutual friend, at a hockey game or 
in the keg line, and it all begins. You look 
into each other's eyes, you look away, you 
look back again, and you strike a pose. You 
both fix your hair, men tuck in their shirts 
and women check their make-up. 
Now, it's time for the conversation to kick 
in. 
What's your major? Where ya' from? What 
do you do for fun? What kind of music do ya' 
like? After these initial questions, the pair 
normally discuss all their mutual friends, 
and any soap opera type dramas going on in 
their lives at the present time. Phone num- 
bers are exchanged, and the crackle of the e- 
lectricity passing between them is enough to 
light up the Empire State Building (or at 
least Downtown after closing). 
Usually, men are then responsible for 
making that nervous first phone call to ask 
MIKE SEARS 
for a date. At least in theory, dinner and a 
movie are the expected plans. 
By midnight, you can always tell if there is 
any potential for this relationship. There is 
that awkward moment before the first kiss 
which is either dreaded or eagerly antici- 
pated. Both hearts are racing, the chemicals 
are coursing and the sweat glands are fully 
active. 
"There is that awkward moment 
before the first kiss, which is 
either dreaded or eagerly 
anticipated. Both hearts are 
racing, the chemicals are 
coursing, and the sweat glands 
are fully active." 
There is now a known explanation for all 
of this.   
According to last week's issue of Time, at 
the instant of that magic moment, the brain 
imprints a picture of this significant other in 
your mind. From this time on, whenever you 
think of this person, see this person or even 
I am writing to bring attention 
to a political problem facing our 
society. 
Of all the problems that can be 
foreseen to endanger the very 
continued existence of our soci- 
ety, they are few in number. The 
most noteworthy danger of this 
kind involves the possibility of 
nuclear war breaking out on this 
planet. 
But there is another danger 
seldom thought of. It involves the 
long, enduring mismanagement 
of industrialized economics re- 
sulting in time, in the depletion of 
. life-sustaining economic resour- 
ces. 
The existence and use of finan- 
cial futures markets, offers the 
possibility that a financially well- 
endowed organization of men 
could gain secret manipulative 
control of the world financial 
markets. 
Financial futures markets 
offer this possibility due to the 
financial leverage they offer 
market participants in control- 
ling financial markets. This, 
combined with presence of mo- 
tive   to   manipulate   markets, 
makes the possibilty of financial 
markets being secretly con- 
trolled a feasible one. 
If the United States were to 
pursue the use of fiscal policies 
leading to bankruptcy as an en- 
tire nation, it is possible that an 
organization of men could be- 
come motivated to disengage fi- 
nancial markets from underlying 
economics. They could become 
motivated to do so out of respect 
for a desire to avoid experienc- 
ing an economic calamity result- 
ing from the bankruptcy of their 
nation. 
Also, if sufficiently powerful 
as an organization, they might 
find it possible to secretly tap 
central bank resources for use in 
disengaging financial markets 
from underlying economies. Use 
of central bank resources, com- 
bined with the use of financial 
markets, would allow such an or- 
ganization the capability to se- 
cretly disengage financial mar- 
kets from underlying economics 
for an indefinite period of time. 
I hope there are people in this 
country who take such a warning 
seriously. If what I have just de- 
scribed should (or has) occurred, 
our ■ society could be quietly 
placed on an extinction path of 
existence out of respect for im- 
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smell this person (perfume or cologne ... 
hopefully), then you feel a certain romantic 
attraction to them. 
Phenylethylamine, dopamine and nore- 
pinephrine are the natural amphetamines 
that are released to increase this attraction. 
These little wonders help us begin to believe 
that we need this other person in our lives. 
This belief leads to an attachment, which is 
increased by endorphins being released In 
the brain. 
Fools in love have a "sense of security, 
peace, and calm." As the relationship gets 
more serious, oxytocln (known as the "cud- 
dle chemical") causes the sensations felt 
during lovemaking (Oooo!). 
Essentially, we are not in control of our 
love lives like we thought we were. Just 
think that if Chemistry 101 experiment 
would have exploded ... You might be mar- 
ried to your TA! Basically, the only need we 
have Is to save our species. And we have a 
population problem. So, we think we would 
all be better off without these love chemi- 
cals. 
Some of us have managed to combat these 
chemicals with our anti-love and anti- 
marriage attitudes. These people are to be 
commended. They will have more time for 
their work (and we've finally entered a 
world where women can expect to find self- 
fulfilling careers), more money (let's face it 
- kids are expensive) and will be helping to 
solve the world's population problem. And, 
remember, if you are engaged, you can still 
get out. Don't do it! The bottom line is, love 
is just chemistry, so just ignore it. Hopeful- 
ly, it will go away. 
Insider writer Jacqueline Porter co-wrote 
this column, and, due to the overloading of 
cuddle chemicals, she and Sears have run off 
to Vegas to elope. That's amore! 
Flawed market harms society 
moral, yet powerful, people's de- 
sire to avoid experiencing an ec- 
onomic calamity in their single 
lifetimes. 
Flawed and bankrupt, yet 
highly Industrialized, economies 
cannot be allowed to operate in- 
definitely without endangering 1 
their society's long term ability 
to survive. 
Such economies use resources 
too abundantly and for too frivo- '. 
lous of purpose to support a sect- I 
ety's survival interests. 
Joseph Kinney 
PUlnf ieWt Ind. 
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Homophobic action 
voids the rights of all 
The battle for human equal- 
ity and social justice knows no 
color boundaries. 
Black Americans and Latinos 
are, of course, all too familiar 
with the stinging darts of pre- 
judice and bigotry. Yet across 
this country, the historic oppo- 
nents of African-American and 
Latino equality are sharpening 
their rhetorical knives against 
another minority group - les- 
bians and gay men. 
For decades, homosexuals in 
the United States have experi- 
enced deeply entrenched pat- 
terns and policies of discrimi- 
nation, including: expulsion 
from the armed services; being 
fired from places of employ- 
ment solely due to one's sexual 
orientation, rather than job 
performance; the denial of full 
legal rights for gay couples; be- 
ing rejected from public ac- 
commodations; and the loss of 
renting apartments or dwell- 
ings. 
States such as Georgia 
passed so-called anti-sodomy 
laws targeting homosexuals. 
The rights guaranteed to all 
Americans under the Constitu- 
tion were all too frequently de- 
nied to gays and lesbians. 
However, beginning in the 
1950s, lesbian and gay lib- 
eration groups came into be- 
ing, calling for a greater civil 
rights and political empower- 
ment. 
In cities such as San Fran- 
cisco and New York, gays 
created political associations 
and quickly became a growing 
influence inside the liberal 
wing of the Democratic Party. 
During the past few decades, 
seven states and about 110 
communities throughout the 
United States passed anti- 
discriminatory laws, designed 
to reinforce and protect gays' 
rights. These laws never 
created "special rights" or 
uniquely protected status for 
homosexuals; they only guar- 
anteed the same basic legal 
rights which all Americans 
take for granted. 
The Reagan administration 
created a more repressive en- 
vironment for lesbian and gay 
GUEST 
COLUMN 
Dr. Manning Marable 
rights across the country, as 
aggressively homophobic 
rhetoric was encouraged at the 
highest levels of government. 
But it was only in the last four 
years, under Bush, that 
right-wing think-tanks like the 
Heritage Foundation took ac- 
tive aim to target the rights of 
homosexuals. 
In Oregon last year, state- 
wide Ballot Measure 9 pro- 
posed the amendment of the 
state's constitution reclassify- 
ing homosexuality as "abnor- 
mal, wrong, unnatural and per- 
verse." 
The measure would have 
forced all levels of state 
government to actively dis- 
courage homosexuality. This 
proposal was so controversial 
and extreme that few believed 
at first that it could be passed. 
Nevertheless, 43 percent of 
all Oregon voters backed this 
hate-filled measure. 
In Colorado, the conserva- 
tives pursued a more clever 
strategy of hate. Amendment 2, 
placed on the Colorado ballot 
last fall, prohibited any com- 
munity or city in the state from 
passing local civil rights ordin- 
ances to protect gays' and les- 
bians' rights. Amendment 2 
advocates claimed that they 
didn't want to supress the 
rights of homosexuals but only 
wanted to prohibit the defini- 
tion of lesbians and gays as a 
protected class or minority 
group with "special rights." 
The language of this 
amendment seemed "reasona- 
ble" compared to the Oregon 
initiative. And intense, grass- 
root mobilization was waged by 
the Right, which appealed to 
Christian groups by declaring 
that the Bible condemns homo- 
sexuality as a sin. 
Despite overwhelming oppo- 
sition to the measure from lib- 
eral cities such as Denver, As- 
pen and Boulder, Amendment 2 
passed with S3 percent of the 
popular vote. 
Many gay and lesbian groups 
have responded by calling for a 
nationwide boycott of Colora- 
do. On Jan. IS, a Denver judge 
granted a temporary injunc- 
tion blocking the implementa- 
tion of Amendment 2, until a 
trial is held determining 
whether it is constitutional. 
The "successful" homopho- 
bic language of Colorado's 
Amendment 2 is being used as 
the basis for new statewide 
measures in at least ten other 
states targeting gays and les- 
bians. 
Conservatives convinced 
thousands of voters that they 
were only voting against "spe- 
cial rights" for lesbians and 
gays, which really wasn't a 
statement favoring their dis- 
crimination. 
But what progressives 
should have argued in Colorado 
and elsewhere is that the far 
Right is trying to destroy the 
basis for all civil rights legisla- 
tion, not just against gays and 
lesbians, but women, people of 
color, people with physical dis- 
abilities and others. 
Gays and lesbians were tar- 
geted first, only because ho- 
mosexuals were perceived as 
most vulnerable politically. 
The argument that a "majori- 
ty" of voters should have the 
right to take away a minority 
group's rights is not only false 
but dangerous. 
A majority of white Souther- 
ners in the 1950s undoubtedly 
favored Jim Crow segregation 
laws and they were wrong. The 
battle for full human rights for 
all is not just an issue concern- 
ing lesbians, gays, Latinos, 
African-Americans and other 
minorities, but everyone. 
If the rights of any single 
person in our society are in 
jeopardy, it is only a matter of 






To the Editor: 
Although I pick up The News 
every time I visit BG, this Is my 
first letter to the paper. 
I am writing in response to Mr. 
Van Ness' editorial in the Feb. 10 
edition, wrongly entitled "Gays' 
rights under fire." Gays and les- 
bians have no recognized rights. 
Despite what General Colin 
Powell says, the arguments 
against gays and lesbians in the 
military are exactly the same 
ones used in 1948 when Harry 
Truman desegregated the mili- 
tary. 
They're exactly the same ones 
used in the 1970s when women 
first attended the service aca- 
demies. 
The Joint Chiefs of Staff told 
President Truman whites would 
never obey the orders of a black 
man. He said that a white person 
would never lay down his life for 
a black person, et cetera, et 
cetera, et cetera. They were 
proven wrong again and again. 
The Joint Chiefs of Staff also 
said that women would never 
make it in the academies despite 
making many allowances for 
their differences. They claimed 
that women would never make 
effective leaders, and, yet again, 
they were proven very wrong. 
I hope you were able to hear 
Joe Steffan speak last week to 
truly see what gays and lesbians 
have to go through to keep their 
sexuality a secret in the military. 
In addition, I ask you and every 
other opponent to read his excel- 
lent book, Honor Bound , his au- 
tobiography depicting what life 
was really like for him while at- 
tending the U.S. Naval Academy. 
On "Dateline NBC" last week, 
there was a story on gays in the 
military. They interviewed gay 
veterans from the World War II 
to Desert Storm. The veteran 
from Desert Storm openly admit- 
ted he was gay to his commander 
as well as his fellow soldiers and 
he never had any trouble at all, 
including those dreaded commu- 
nal showers that the brass fear so 
much. 
The correspondent also inter- 
viewed the first segment of the 
military to be discriminated 
against - the blacks - including a 
number of the famous Tuskegee 
Airmen. 
In case you didn't know this, 
Mr. Van Ness, when these patrio- 
tic men first volunteered to be pi- 
lots, they were told by white offi- 
cers that since they had smaller 
brains, they were unable to grasp 
the complexities of piloting and 
were maneuvered into mechan- 
ics!! The Tuskegee Airmen 
proved the Army Air Corp wrong 
by NEVER losing a bomber they 
escorted during the Second 
World War! 
The reason why the compar- 
ison is being made between 
blacks and gays is because of one 
reason: genetics. 
There are more studies being 
made which shows that being gay 
or lesbian is as natural as the 
THE Crossword by Louis Sabin 
ACROSS 
1 Secret group 
6 Tractable 
10 Cheaee choice 
14 Stag 
15 Naural proceas 
16 Tabu 
17 Way to fight 
19 Hamandode — 




in a way 
24 Clio or Thalia 
25 Rental sign 
26 Termite or ant 
29 City on the 
Oka 
30 Pindar product 
33 Commotion 
34 Fight site 
35 A DIMaggk) 
36 Musical 
conclusion 
37 Trapped congera 




41 Rhone feeder 
42 Soak flax 
43 Chow — 
44 Harding or 
Beatty 
45 Take the atump 
47 Roof section 
48 Gambling spot 




55 Way to go 
58 Right-hand man 
59 Pound sound 
60 Lunar valley 




1 Lyricist Sammy 
2 Totheshel 
tared side 
3 Sea eight 
4 —how! 
5 Moolah 
1 2 3 4 '1 1 S 
7 1 9 
23 
10 11 12 11 
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6 Nav.lake 
7 Hatchets 
8 Long-gone bird 
9 Way to measure 
10 Follow 
11 Way to sell 
12 Poker money 
13 Humor 
18 Brewery unit 
23 S.A. stew 
24 Butte'a look- 
alike 
25 Rowan and yew 
26 Contract 
27 Loop 
28 Way to weave 
29 Man-made 
fabric 
31 "Holy Sonnets" 
post 
32 Ger. seaport 
34 Penthouse 
37 Way to see 
38 Unfurnished 
40 Govt. agent 
41 They bring 
salvation 
ANSWERS 
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44 Electrical unit 
46 Waterway 
47 Ma Lauder 




51 Printing term 
52 Capri forone 
53 Pace 
56 Trouble 
57 Glib chap 
color of your hair and eyes and 
there have been psychiatric stud- 
ies since the late 1950s which 
have shown that homosexuality 
is not an illness. 
You must rememeber these 
gays and lesbians who have been 
forcibly removed from the mili- 
tary had this done to them be- 
cause they were brave enough to 
make their true feelings known 
and NOT because of any illicit 
conduct. 
Every violation of unwanted 
sexual harassment I have seen 
reported in the press has been 
heterosexual in nature with only 
one recent exception. 
The Tailhook scandal springs 
to mind first. This unwarranted 
witch hunt started by Ronald 
Reagan - the worst president of 
all time, as far as I'm concerned 
- has cost our government mil- 
lions upon millions of dollars in 
hunting down every gay and les- 
bian they could find and kicking 
them out for no other reason than 
being gay or lesbian! 
A number of these people had 
spotless records. Are these sol- 
diers any less brave simply be- 
cause they were homosexual? 
Regarding the legalization of 
gay and lesbian marriages, I am 
very much in favor of it. 
A gay or lesbian couple has no 
rights, whatsoever, to health in- 
surance, survivor benefits, visi- 
tation rights in the hospital or 
any other rights a straight couple 
takes for granted. 
The only way these couples can 
have some of the rights is to 
write up a power of attorney con- 
tract; otherwise, if there is an ill- 
ness or crippling injury, the par- 
ents of the individual in the hos- 
pital can have the law back them 
up. 
Since gays and lesbians are 
human beings, they must be ac- 
corded the rights every heter- 
osexual has without fear of losing 
their jobs, fear of assaults and 
even death because of something 
they have which cannot be 
changed. 
Mark Homer 
N. Baltimore, Oh. 
Clothing Exchange 
and Design 
126 E. Wooster 
■:;'.■ ^J        ^R 
Accepted 
WOMEN IN COMMUNICATIONS 
INC. 











* Denotes a 4.0 
Congratulations! 
WIN $50 
(and a free t-shirt) 
Enter 83^'s Spring Break 
^T-Shirt Design Contest 
Rules: 
*Sprins Break Theme 
* Back desisn: 4 colors (11" x 13") 
* Front I030: 1 color (3" x 3") 
*Must say "Bowling Green State University* 
•Must say *1993" 
'Entries Due: Wednesday, February 94 
5:00 p.m. UAO office 
Questions call 2-2343 
 (Runner Up gets a free T-shirt) 
- FIELDER'S CHOICE - 
SPORTS CARDS 
188 S. Main in Downtown Bowling Green 
Hours:  Mon-Thurs  10-7 
Fri  10-9   Sal 10-5 352-2556 
NEED CASH? 
We arc buying Prc-1989 unopened material and sets of any sport! 
1000's of Wax Boxes, Rookies & Star Cards In Stock! 
BGSU  BANDS 
present 
Symphonic Band/Alumni Band 
in 
"Month of Presidents Concert" 
Mark S. Kelly, Conductor 
Richard D. Mathey, Narrator 
Featuring works by: 
Copland. Sousa. Gould, Zdechlik. J Press. Altord. Wagner 
Sunday, Je6. 21,1993,3:00 p.m. 
•KpbackfiMatt, Moon Musical Arts Ctnttr 
Admission is Trtt 
The BG News February 16,1893 
Election ballot ready 
Candidates announced for pending USG vote 
by Jeni Bond 
student govern merit reporter 
Undergraduate Student Government President 
Jason Jackson announced Friday his vice- 
presidential running mate will be Chad Luckner. 
Luckner is currently USG director of public af- 
fairs. Jackson and Luckner will run for office 
unopposed. 
Eighteen studt nts have announced their candi- 
dacy for the twelve at-large senate seats that are 
up for   : 
The candidates are: 
Jason Son eushein, political sci- 
ence/enviroiunciii;:l policy and analysis major 
Michael Haynes, math/popular culture major 
Renee   Scheskc,   psychology/political   science 
major 
Heidi Andres, art history/popular culture 
Jason Wade, English education major 
Greg Bobak Jr., Russian major 
Karen Janos,  IPC/organizational  communica- 
tions major 
Philip Wentzel Jr., telecommunications major 
Jared Poff, business finance 
Jason Ehas, secondary social studies education 
major Bill Wilson, economics major 
Jeiinifer Mathe, political science/IPCO major 
Brady  Gaskins,  secondary  English  education 
major 
Jason Peters, political science major 
Robert Rinto, international business major 
Jason Hutcliison, computer art major 
Jay Dhamija, chemistry major 





by Sherry Turco 
greek reporter 
Order  of  Omega,  the  greek 
•honor society, inducted 37 new 
members Sunday  and  ch< 
now president for next year. 
Tamara Eggert was elected 
president for the 1993-94 school 
year following the initiation. 
Both   fraternity  and  sorority 
chapters have the opportunity to 
nominate six members to be re- 
viewed for possible membership. 
"Members of Order of On 
represent the top 3 percent of the 
greek community," said Jennifer 
Krangos, president of Order of 
Omega. "It is those people who 
show qualities of scholarship, 
leadership and involvement who 
are chosen." 
Come To Campus Expressions 
Thursday, February 18  9pm - midnight 
And watch Relationships on the 
Road give you a sequal to this 
"romantic" saga! 




by Larlssa Hrltsko 
student life reporter 
In the Honors office Monday afternoon, raffle chairperson Da- 
vid Graham, junior Finance major, prepares flyers for the Hon- 
tudcnl Association Tuition Raffle. Raffle prizes include a 
$1,000 tuition payment and several $150 book scholarships. 
The first Mid American Con- 
ference Master of Business Ad- 
ministration Career Convention 
is being sponsored by the Uni- 
versity today. 
The convention, which in- 
cludes eight universities and 
over 30 corporations, will take 
place from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom in the 
University Union. The event is 
open only to business graduate 
students from the University and 
other participating schools - the 
University of Akron, Ball State 
University, Central Michigan 
University, Eastern Michigan 
University, Kent State Universi- 
ty, Ohio University and the Uni- 
versity Of Toledo. 
According to Amy O'Donnell, 
Assistant Director of Career 
Planning and Placement Ser- 
vices, the decision to create the 
joint career convention was 
based on the fact that smaller 
state schools do not acquire a 
large enrollment in graduate 
studies in comparison to larger 
institutions. 
The increased participation by 
other universities is an asset be- 
cause more companies are Inter- 
ested and there are more oppor- 
tunities than in the past when the 
University was the only college, 
said Charles Johnson, director of 
graduate studies in business. 
The event also allows prospec- 
tive employees to discuss career 
opportunities with employers, 
schedule interviews and attend 
developmental seminars. 
1' *» •   J^> ^ V    "?■' ar   *"° » ;g»   DSPS X « 
:ill   not -finished   Lut  your   printer     i». 
VISA 
With Visa* you'll be accepted at more than 10 million 
places, nearly three times more than American Express 
And that's not a misprint 
Visa. It's Everywhere You Want To Be? 
-•MMUSAIncinS. 
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Tying up the loose strings In her weaving sample, senior ceramics 
major Terry MultonhMr finishes part of a project In the Fine Arts 
Tlic BG New«/rim Ntrman 
Building Monday afternoon. The project was for her beginning 
weaving class. 
New text book 
exchange club 
now available 
by Julie Tagllatorro 
administration reporter 
BG graduates make debuts 
byJamlR.Norvlel 
student organizations reporter 
Two University graduates are 
making themselves heard. 
Connie Coffelt and Raymond 
Aceto, both graduates of the Uni- 
versity's school of music, are 
making their professional debuts 
during the 1993 opera season. 
Both have had roles In profes- 
sional operas this season. 
Aceto performed on the radio 
in the role of the jailer in Puccin- 
i's "Tosca" with the Metropolitan 
Opera which debuted Jan. 9, and 
is currently working on his up- 
coming role in "The Magic 
Flute,"  which  is running  later 
this year. 
Coffelt is currently working as 
an apprentice with the Sarasota 
Opera in Sarasota, Fla While in 
Florida, Coceta will receive ex- 
tensive training in acting, sing- 
ing and other areas involved in 
the opera. 
"She's the only female appren- 
tice who has a role in the produc- 
tion," Barbara Lockard- 
Zimmerman, head of the voice 
department in the muscial arts 
college, said. 
She said Coffelt is playing Inez 
in "II Travatore." 
Coffelt said the training she 
received at the University has 
helped her in her pursuit of an 
opera career. 
Many students know the feelings of frustration as they tried to buy 
text books at the beginning of the semester or sell them at the end of 
it. Long lines, high prices and low quantities of books have Inspired a 
group of University students to form a club to make book buying and 
selling easier for students. 
Book Finders, a private book exchange club, was established In 
January with the Intention to save students money on books by 
matching student buyers and sellers, said Steve Majstorovic, one of 
the club associates. 
For a $10 fee each semester, the Book Finders program will pro- 
vide a student with a list of up to ten Individuals to contact to buy a 
particular book, Majstorovic said. 
In addition, the student will also receive ten names of people who 
need a specific textbook the student has, according to Chris Levicki, a 
Book Finder associate. 
When a person joins the club, Levicki said their name, address and 
phone number goes into a data base program, along with their course 
and book listing. It is then sent to other people in the program, he 
said. 
The club will also provide students with a listing of the course 
books not being used during the next semester, Majstorovic said. 
However, Majstorovic said the club does not buy and sell books. In- 
stead he said the associates provide the listing of the members and it 
is up to the students to make the contact 
Although the club provides the listing, they do not determine the 
price of the book. Instead they let the individuals involved negotiate a 
price, Levicki said. 
Majstorovic said he, Levicki and their associates David Kinsey and 
Mike Thomas developed the idea during the Christmas break after 
discussing the amount of money involved when buying books at the 
bookstores. 
"We are four students who got fed up with bookstore prices," he 
said, adding that their intention is to provide an alternative for stu- 
dents to bookstores. 
Majstorovic said they weighed the positive and negative aspects of 
their club and surveyed students before promoting it at the Universi- 
ty. 
According to Levicki, selling books to other students is better than 
going through the bookstore because, through the book club, one will 
get back 75 percent of the book's original purchase price whereas the 
bookstore may usually give back only 50 percent. "When you call [an- 
other member], you set the price," Levicki said. 
Although it may take a while before the savings are accounted for, 
Majstorovic said a student should be able to save $200 to $300 on 
books during their college career. 
In order to reach as many underclassmen as possible, the associ- 
ates have spoken to fraternities and sororities. Monday night they 
addressed women in McDonald Quadrangle and plan on visiting other 
residence halls and campus organizations in the future, Majstorovic 
said. 
Solutions from your Apple Campus Reseller: 
the perfect Macintosh system to fit your budget. 
Two inexpensive ODriitoations 
that will help you survive even the 
most fueling semester 
Pepperoni and Mushroom. The affordable, new Apple StyleWriter II and'Apple Maantosb Color Classic. 
Introducing the most affordable color Macintosh" sys- 
tem ever. The new Macintosh Color Classic* computer gives 
you a sharp, bright Sony Trinitron display, built-in audio, file 
sharing, networking and more. And the new, compact Apple' 
StyleWriter* II printer delivers stunning, laser-quality output 
while still fitting within your budget. See this new system 
today at your Apple Campus Reseller. Where you'll get spe- 
cial student pricing, as well as service during college* And 
discover the power of Macintosh. The power more ^L 
college students choose. The power to be your best.* wb. 
Pick up a price list inside the door, first floor Hayes Hall. Call 372-7724 for a sales appointment 
v.p.«»h~..^ Aw«-i>r-*-»"■«■>—*■* ■^"■"■""^"*" cmiA/nami''" «n*~"-i*W *#%■ ***** V,U.«..W n,m~*t,m*tm «num««»—»<m>nn»»r>« a»».»iwiw».*« • w*"*—*" M>M«n» 
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IN 
BRIEF... 
No,  not  the BGSU Fel- 
DAYTON,   Ohio (AP)   - 
The Chilean Air Force 
Falcon squadron and the 
U.S. Army's Golden 
Knights Parachute Team 
will appear at this year's 
Dayton Air Show, organ- 
izers announced Monday. 
The South American 
squadron is a new attrac- 
tion at the annual show, 
which will be held on July 
24-25. The military night 
demonstration team will 
kick off its American tour 
with the Dayton appear- 
ance. 
The show also will in- 
clude performances and 
displays of U.S. military 
aircraft. 
Among civilian perfor- 
mers at the show will be 
Sean Tucker, the 1992 In- 
ternational Council of Air- 
shows' Showman of the 
Year and Patty Wagstaff, 
current U.S. aerobatic 
champion. 
The Formula V Air Rac- 
ing Association also will 
hold its Eastern Champion- 
ship Air Races at the show. 
A little too Juicy: 
CAMPBELL, Ohio (AP) - 
Mahoning County officials 
said they plan to file char- 
ges against a "juice bar" 
where an undercover offi- 
cer said he saw illegal sex- 
ual contact between nude 
dancers and patrons. 
County Prosecutor James 
Philomena said he would 
file charges of prostitution 
or lewdness against the 
Doll House bar on Tuesday. 
The bar's owner, Tony 
Lentine, could not be 
reached for comment Mon- 
day. Lentine's telephone 
number is unlisted, a direc- 
tory assistance operator 
said. 
An undercover police 
officer said he saw several 
nude dancers engaging in 
illegal sexual contact Sat- 
urday night, city Law Di- 
rector Paul Cambrel said. 
One dancer, 18-year-old 
Melissa Neal of Austin- 
town, was arrested and 
posted a $500 cash bond. 
Bureaucrats burden 
waste clean up plan 
Teen babysitter 
admits to murder 
The Associated Press 
by John Nolan 
The Associated Press 
CINCINNATI - Sen. Howard Metzenbaum and 
neighbors of a former uranium processing plant 
are questioning whether a federal project to clean 
up radioactive waste Is overloaded with bu- 
reaucrats. 
"There's too many administrative-level people 
over there and not enough ... people who actually 
do the work," said Lisa Crawford, president of 
Fernald Residents for Environmental Safety and 
Health. 
"It just seems like the administrative people and 
paper pushers far outnumber the cleanup people." 
Fernald Environmental Restoration Manage- 
ment Corp., a subsidiary of Fluor Daniel Inc. of Ir- 
vine, California, on Dec. 1 began cleaning up 
wastes at the 1,050-acre Fernald site under a five- 
year, $2.2 billion Department of Energy contract. 
The company could also receive a three-year, $1.8 
billion contract extension. 
There currently are 2,500 employees at the site, 
about 18 miles northwest of Cincinnati, including 
subcontractors. There are 600 craft workers and 
1,900 administrative, management and engineer- 
ing personnel. 
The Energy Department projects that Fernald's 
employment could approach 4,000 in the next few 
years as the cleanup gains momentum. 
FERMCO says it already is 600 offices short of 
space for its administrative personnel and will 
need more room. Company officials last week told 
residents and union employees about FERMCO's 
proposal to have a private developer build an off- 
site office building that FERMCO would lease to 
house 1,500 administrative personnel. 
Metzenbaum, D-Ohio, said Friday he is surprised 
to leam that the project needs so many administra- 
tors. He said he would inquire about it. 
"That sounds to me very, very difficult to accept 
- 1,500 administrators," Metzenbaum said. "My 
business experience is that you need fewer admin- 
istrative people and more on-line people to get the 
job done." 
FERMCO is not as productive as it could be be- 
cause some employees are working miles from the 
site in leased space and are working out of confer- 
ence rooms or even closets for lack of office space, 
company president Nick Kaufman said. 
The off-site leasing proposal is a way of consoli- 
dating people and improving productivity to save 
costs in the long run, FERMCO spokesman Jack 
Hoopes said. FERMCO thinks it can save $300 mil- 
lion from the contract's projected $2.2 billion cost, 
but still awaits critical Energy Department de- 
cisions on goals for cleaning up the site and 
whether some wastes will be stored there perma- 
nently. 
The Fernald plant processed uranium for the 
government's production of nuclear weapons for 
four decades until the Energy Department stopped 
production in 1989 to prepare for cleaning up hun- 
dreds of thousands of tons of wastes. Department 
officials say the cleanup will set a precedent for 
other planned radioactive cleanups of DOE nu- 
clear sites nationwide. 
Cuts force outside jobs 
Employers learn about military duties as a result 
The Associated Press 
COLUMBUS - Officials at 
national guard and military 
reserve units are trying to help 
employers learn about their 
operations so they are more un- 
derstanding when employees 
need to fulfill their duty. 
The relationship between em- 
ployers and employees in the 
Guard and Reserve will become 
more important because of re- 
cent military budget cuts, said 
Philip J. Block, a spokesman for 
the Employer Support of the 
Guard and Reserve. 
Block estimated the cuts will 
mean 60 percent of the armed 
forces will be part-timers in the 
next 10 years. 
About 31 percent of reservists 
and guardsmen who don't re- 
enlist cite job problems, a study 
by LaBrie Associates showed. 
Employer Support is a vol- 
unteer committee formed to help 
overcome the problems between 
employers and employees. 
"Retaining Guard and Reserve 
personnel is our job and prime 
mission," Block said. "Our job is 
to educate employers and the 
Guard and Reserve personnel 
about what their rights and du- 
ties are." 
The United States has about 1.6 
million people in the Army 
National Guard, Air National 
Guard, Army Reserve, Naval 
Reserve, Marine Corps Reserve, 
Air Force Reserve and Coast 
Guard Reserve, including 65,000 
from Ohio. The part-time units 
make up about 44 percent of the 
armed forces. 
Sgt. Wayne Pelter of the Ohio 
National Guard said misconcep- 
tions about training are a con- 
stant problem. 
"It's training, not summer 
camp," he said. 
ZANESVILLE, Ohio - A teen-ager who confessed to disemboweling 
the 5-year-old girl he was baby-sitting had shown an interest in cults 
and "idolized Charlie Manson and Jeffrey Dahmer," an investigator 
said Monday. 
Billy Joe Shaeffer, 16, of Zanesville, was charged Monday with a 
delinquency count of aggravated murder, Muskingum County Sheriff 
Bernie Gibson said. He said the county prosecutor hopes to try Shaef- 
fer as an adult. 
Gibson said Shaeffer has confessed and that a detention hearing 
was scheduled for Tuesday in Muskingum County Juvenile Court. 
Shaeffer is charged with killing Sara West late Saturday or early 
Sunday before putting her body into a garbage bag and dumping the 
body outside the house where he was watching the girl and her 
3-year-old brother. 
Gibson said the girl's torso was slit open and that she had been shot 
in the head. 
The girl's father, Kevin West, had visitation rights with his two 
children. He left them with Shaeffer at about 9 p.m. and had checked 
back between 10 p.m. and 11 p.m., Gibson said. The girl was alive at 
the time, Gibson said. 
"I'm not saying this kid was involved in a cult, but 
neighbors told us that he is interested in cults. A 
neighbor told us that he idolized Charlie Manson 
and Jeffrey Dahmer. And some satanic symbols 
were found in one of his school notebooks." 
Sheriff Bernie Gibson 
When West returned at about 1:30 a.m., Shaeffer told him that 
someone had tried to break into the house and that he had taken the 
3-year-old boy to a playhouse about 50 yards from the house. He did 
not say where he had taken the girl. 
Gibson said that before West arrived home, Shaeffer had told his 
mother of the alleged break in and she had summoned deputies. 
The girl's body was found a short distance from the playhouse and 
there was no evidence of a break in, Gibson said. 
He said authorities were still investigating the case, but said Shaef- 
fer had shown an interest in cults. 
"I'm not saying this kid was involved in a cult, but neighbors told us 
that he is interested in cults. A neighbor told us that he idolized Char- 
lie Manson and Jeffrey Dahmer. And some satanic symbols were 
found in one of his school notebooks," he said. 
Gibson said West had lived in the area for about a year and did not 
know Shaeffer well. 
Muskingum County Coroner Howard Marsh said a cause of death 
had not been determined, but that the injuries were caused by a sharp 
instrument. The bullet wound was found during an autopsy conduct- 
ed by the Franklin County coroner's officer, Gibson said. 
Place your pet on ice 
KGVOrkiail Strikes again Freeze-drylng animals takes place oftaxidermy 
"Doctor Death" assists in fourth suicide this month 
The Associated Press 
DETROIT -- Dr. Jack Kevor- 
kian aided in another death to- 
day, the 13th time he has done so, 
his lawyer's office said. 
Connie Baker, assistant office 
manager for Kevorkian's attor- 
ney, Geoffrey Fieger, confirmed 
that Kevorkian had helped 
someone commit suicide but had 
no details. WDIV-TV said the 
death occurred in the Detroit su- 
burb of Roseville. 
Suburban authorities couldn't 
immediately confirm the report. 
Kevorkian is an outspoken 
proponent of medically assisted 
suicides for the severely ill. He 
has vowed to defy a Michigan 
state law, due to take effect next 
month, banning such assistance. 
It was Kevorkian's fourth as- 
sisted suicide this month. 
DON'T CnUS€ TH€ €ND OF R FRICNDSHIP 
DON'T DRINK AND DRIV€ 
HANCE! 
T/fvE~GoFro 
{CALL TODAY! !J1 DONY h/A*r 
*\ TO BE STIKKIH 
SOUTH PADK ISLAND, TX     '109 
5 inO 7 NIGHTS .      __ 
DAYTONA BEACH, FL ' 68 
5 AND 7 NIGHTS 
PANAMA CITY BEACH. FL 
5 AND 7 NIGHTS 
STEAMBOAT, CO 
2. 5 AND 7 NKHTS 
MUSTANG ISLAND, TX 
S AND 7 NIGHTS 
HILTON HEAD ISLAND, SC 
5 AND ? NIGHTS 
VAIL IBEAHEB CHEEK, CO 
5 AND 7 NIGHTS 
PRICES FOR STAY-    fa 
NOT PER NIGHT! 
T0U «K IMFOMUTKW IWIIM 
1 800-321 5911 
a!FKQ©AM raOPLU ASSOCIATION 
celebrates 
African American History Month 
Theme: African Survival* In American Culture 
African Motif Art Exhibition 
Featuring: Leo Gadzekpo and other African Artists 
February 22-March 25 
McFall Gallery 
Free Admission 
African Movie Nights 
Tues.. Feo 23 210 Math Science Bldg 8:30 p.m. 
Lt VI* Elf B*ll* (Ul0 It Roty) 
Thurs . Fob 25 220 Math Science Bldg. 8:30 p.m. 
Angmno Angano ( Tal** olkttdta—ou) 
African Cultural Evening 
African Cuisine & Fashion 
Frl., Feb. 26 SI Thomas More (425 Thurstin) 6.30 pm. 
Guest Speaker 
Bade Ajuwon Ph D. 
(Visiting Prof. Western Michigan University. Kalamazoo.) 
Odun (African Ritual Fettlvali) 
Features Priests and Artistes from Nigeria and 
the Oyotun)i African Village of South Carolina 
Odun Omod* (ChUdrens' Celebration) 
Sat. Feb. 27 UCF Center 100p.m. - 200p.m. 
Odun Omo Enlymn (Celebration of the Ancestors) 
Sat. Feb. 27 Grand Ball Room 7:00 p.m. 
Admission Students $10 Others $20 
Tickets at Multicultural Activities 
The Associated Press 
COLUMBUS - Your dog just 
died and you can't bring yourself 
to say goodbye. 
Well, you can keep your pet for 
a long time to come if it's f reeze- 
dried. 
For a price, Joe Kulis, proprie- 
tor of Joe Kastaway Kulis' Live 
Freeze Dried Bait in Bedford, a 
Cleveland suburb, will freeze 
your dogs for posterity. 
Or your squirrel, pheasant, 
turkey, deer or horse. 
Kulis' dog, Suzy, was displayed 
at the Columbus Sports, Vacation 
& Travel Show at the Ohio State 
Fairgrounds last week. 
Freeze-drying is better than 
taxidermy because it preserves 
the subject  better, said  Harry 
Cunningham, who was oversee- 
ing Kulis' operation at the show. 
Freeze-dried game won't fade or 
deteriorate, he said. 
"We do about 100 to 
150 dogs every season. 
It's for people who 
don't want to bury 
them." 
Harry Cunningham 
The process is not new, Cunni- 
ngham said, noting that Roy 
Rogers' horse. Trigger, ended up 
that way. But the process Is be- 
coming more popular, i 
"We do about 100 to ISO dogs 
every season," Cunningham said. 
"It's for people who don't want to 
bury them." 
To freeze-dry an animal, it is 
placed in a giant vacuum tank. 
The process is similar to freeze- 
drying coffee, Cunningham said. 
You take what is provided by 
nature, freeze it and draw out the 
water. 
Posing is important to the pro- 
cess for pets or trophies. 
"The way you put him in is the 
way he comes out and you can't 
change it," Cunningham said. 
Trophy fish can be freeze- 
dried for about $4 an inch, Cun- 
ningham said. Larger animals 
cost proportionately more and 
size is no object. Kulis has done 
elephants, giraffes and rhinocer- 
NEED HELP STUDYING FOR THE GRE? 
We can help! 
Call Continuing Education, International and Summer Programs 372-8181. 
Europe       Europe       Europe       Europe       Europe      Europe       Europe       Europe 
Continental businesses will follow the dinosaurs. 
Don't let your resume follow! 
Earn on International degree this summer in France. 
Classes are in English. 
Sponsored by the INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS DEPARTMENT 
Meeting for info.: Wed.. February 17. 9:00 p.m. Room 1000 BAA 
Can't make the meeting, call: 372-8180 or 353-1447 
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The Associated Press 
WILLOUGHBY, Ohio - A sur- 
gical procedure to correct many 
forms of nearsightedness, which 
affects about a fourth of the 
world's population, is gaining in 
popularity. 
Radial keratotomy, a 10 to 
20-minute procedure that can be 
done on an outpatient basis, was 
developed in 1979. The surgery 
can correct the shape of the eye 
and eliminate the need for cor- 
rective lenses. 
It has long been popular with 
athletes, pilots and others who 
can't wear eyeglasses but is now 
gaining favor with the general 
public, said ophthalmologist 
Bruce Jacobson. 
"We were overwhelmed by the 
response," Jacobson said. "I 
think that points out that this is a 
problem, that people are dissatis- 
fied with glasses or contact len- 
ses for correction of their near- 
sightedness or astigmatism and 
are looking for something bet- 
ter." 
Age and the degree of near- 
sightedness or astigmatism are 
among the factors that determine 
whether a person is a candidate 
for radial keratotomy, Jacobson 
said. 
"I had wanted to have it done 
for a long time - I just hated 
wearing contacts and glasses," 
said 24-year-old Cindy Binder of 
Willoughby. 
Binder said she couldn't see 
anything without her glasses be- 
fore the surgery. But a month 
after the operation, her vision is 
improved and she no longer 
needs glasses. 
In nearsightedness, light is fo- 
cused in front of instead of onto 
the   retina   Glasses   shift   that 
focus point onto the retina. The 
surgery does it by flattening the 
cornea, the transparent tissue 
covering the front of the eyeball. 
In astigmatism, the light is not 
focused to a single point, result- 
ing in a fuzzy image. The dis- 
order can be treated with astig- 
matic keratotomy, a similar but 
separate operation. 
Radial keratotomy can cost 
about $1,500 per eye. Many in- 
surance companies consider the 
surgery a cosmetic procedure 
and do not cover it, Jacobson 
said. 
During the surgery, the eye is 
propped open and anesthetized, 
then microscopic incisions are 
made into the cornea. The in- 
cisions are made with a diamond 
blade mounted on equipment 
manufactured in Beachwood. 
Most patients see an improve- 
ment after a single surgery, al- 
though some require a follow-up 
procedure. 
It is also possible that no visual 
improvement or over-correction 
resulting in farsightedness may 
result, he said. And as people get 
older, they would probably still 
need reading glasses, if they 
would have needed them. 
In the Cards 
The BC Newi/BIII Ucrmody, Jr. 
Shuffling her tarot cards, Julie Scott of Urbane Gypsies prepares to read a client's future at the psy- 
chic fair held Sunday afternoon at the Holley Lodge. In addition to tarot and palm readings, ethnic 
jewelry, incense and metaphysical books were also available at the fair. 
Help line aids needy 
Messages, job facts provided to homeless 
by Sonja Barisic 
The Associated Press 
CINCINNATI - Seven num- 
bers can be a big obstacle for a 
homeless person trying to find a 
job. 
A prospective employer may 
not be able to get in touch with an 
applicant who doesn't have a 
telephone. And an employer may 
be reluctant to hire someone who 
leaves the number of a homeless 
shelter as a contact. 
"The attitude is, if they're 
homeless, are they reliable?" 
said Goldie Lowry of St. John 
Social Service Center. 
Some businesses and social 
service groups nationwide are 
trying to help by providing a free 
telephone message service to 
homeless and poor people. 
Participants in the Housing 
and Employing Local People pro- 
gram in Cincinnati are assigned 
voice-mail boxes. They can give 
the number when applying for 
jobs so employers don't know 
they're homeless. 
About 100 people are using the 
500-box-capacity service. At 
least one man has a found a job 
since HELPfon started Nov. 20, 
said Lowry, assistant executive 
director of St. John's, which co- 
ordinates the program. 
Homeless people can use 
HELPfon to get information on 
services as well as retrieve mes- 
sages. By calling HELPfon and 
punching in codes, they can hear 
recorded messages about where 
to find soup kitchens and shelters 
or how to apply for apartments in 
housing projects. 
About 50 calls for information 
come in a day, said Sandy Jones, 
a Dictaphone Inc. sales repre- 
sentative who helped set up the 
system. 
Mike Fontana, director of the 
Greater Cincinnati Coalition for 
the Homeless, said there are 
about 2,000 homeless people in 
the Cincinnati area. He said the 
service lets people get help with- 
out having to call several agen- 
cies for information. 
"They spend a lot of time and 
energy calling all these numbers 
to get imprecise information," he 
said. "What this does is narrow it 
down to a single phone call." 
Fontana also likes HELPfon 
because it has a toll-free number. 
That means someone doesn't 
have to use valuable change to 
call HELPfon from a pay phone. 
Kenneth Huffaker, a 28-year- 
old former construction worker 
from Cincinnati, has had his 
voice-mail box for about two 
weeks. 
"I think it will be real helpful," 
Huffaker said. "The way that the 
system is set up, I don't necessar- 
ily have to go down there (St. 
John's) to get messages or find 
out about programs." 
Huffaker is enrolled in a pro- 
gram St. John's offers to help 
poor people find a job. 
"I'm out and about a lot, so I 
kept missing my counselor's 
messages," he said. "They 
thought it would help them keep 
track of me if they gave me the 
voice-mail system." 
HELPfon started after an edi- 
tor at The Cincinnati Post read 
about a similar program in Seat- 
tle. 
Scripps Howard Inc., which 
publishes The Post, is paying the 
$800 to operate the toll-free 
number during the pilot year. 
The Post provided the telephone 
lines. 
Dictaphone, based in Stratford, 
Conn., provided the $18,000 
voice-mail system for $5,200 
yearly rent. Donations from Cin- 
cinnati banks Central Trust, 
Fifth-Third, Provident and Star 
covered the cost. 
In Seattle, about 85 percent of 
the people who use Community 
Voice Mail get results in four to 
five weeks, said Patricia Barry, 
employment services director 
for The Worker Center, which 
runs the program. 
Community Voice Mail began 
in 1991 with 50 voice mail boxes 
and expanded to 250 boxes in 
May. From May through Novem- 
ber last year, 95 people using the 
system found jobs and 86 found 
housing, Ms. Barry said. 
She said 30 to 40 cities, includ- 
ing Los Angeles and St. Louis, 
have started similar programs. 
"This is a really good example 
of corporations using their own 
products to influence social 
change and provide human ser- 
vice assistance," she said. "Why 
didn't we think of this before? 
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Clinton must sell new ideas 
Plans to save Medicare funds for upcoming years proposed 
by Martin Crutslnger 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON - President Clinton, who 
won the White House by portraying himself 
as the apostle of change, now has to sell the 
American people on his vision of the new ec- 
onomic order. 
He arranged to campaign from the splen- 
dor of the Oval Office tonight with a brief 
speech - his first from the White House - 
that aides described as a warm-up for an 
appearance Wednesday before a joint ses- 
sion of Congress. 
The president also scheduled two more 
rounds of pep talks today for Democratic 
members of Congress in an effort to line up 
support for the program, said to be nearing a 
final shape. 
Health and Human Services Secretary 
Donna Shalala declined to directly confirm a 
report that the Clinton program will seek $35 
billion in Medicare savings by limiting pay- 
ments to doctors and hospitals. 
"I cant give you the exact number, but I 
can tell you we've been rigorous in trying to 
protect beneficiaries in the kind of cuts we'- 
re having to take in the program," she said 
on ABC's "Good Morning America." 
Pressed on the $35 billion figure, she said, 
"I wouldn't scare people with that as being in 
one year. Obviously, we're talking over a 
number of years. I think it will be less than 
people expected and I hope they will appre- 
ciate how skillful we have been in protecting 
beneficiaries. I dont think it will mean 
rationing in health care." 
Rep. Elizabeth Furse, D-Ore., said on "CBS 
This Morning" that "what people in my dis- 
trict are saying is that... we have to pay the 
bill. They are ready as long as it's fair...." 
Rep. Henry Bonilla, R-Texas, appearing 
with Purse, said the message from his con- 
stituents, "to the president and to Washing- 
ton in general is, 'Don't take any more 
money from us. V.uic some more cuts if 
necessary.'" 
U.S., Belgian forces raid guerilla 
camp; one killed, another injured 
by Tom Cohen 
The Associated Press 
MOGADISHU, Somalia - A 
Joint U.S.-Belgian force raided a 
camp in southern Somalia and 
captured nine people suspected 
of attacking a village the day be- 
fore, the U.S. military said today. 
The raid occurred near Kis- 
mayo, a port about 240 miles 
south of Mogadishu. Fighting be- 
tween rival factions in that re- 
gion scuttled preliminary peace 
talks last month following a 
cease-fire agreed to by Somalia's 
main warlords. 
A meeting of the cease-fire 
monitoring committee created 
under the truce was scheduled 
for today. A previous meeting by 
a different committee failed to 
take place because of last 
month's clashes in the south. 
One person died and another 
was injured in the attack Satur- 
day on the village near El Ad, 
northwest of Kismayo, according 
to the U.S. military information 
bureau. Villagers captured one 
attacker and turned him over to 
Belgian soldiers patrolling the 
area, it said. 
On Sunday, the Joint 
U.S.-Belgian force raided the at- 
tackers' camp north of El Ad, 
capturing nine people, some 
weapons and supplies, it said. 
It said the captured men were 
presumed to support Mohamed 
Siad Hirsi, known as Gen. Mor- 
gan, the son-in-law of ousted dic- 
tator Mohammed Siad Barre. 
Morgan continued fighting in 
Somalia after Siad Barre fled 
Somalia 10 months ago. 
After the clashes last month 
between   Morgan's   forces   and 
those of rival Col. Omar Jess, 
American and Belgian troops 
stepped up helicopter gunship 
patrols to halt the fighting. In one 
Incident, the coalition forces des- 
troyed eight vehicles belonging 
to Morgan. 
U.S. and United Nations offi- 
cials said last week that Morgan 
had agreed to cooperate with the 
coalition forces. 
Somalia collapsed amid clan 
warfare and famine after Siad 
Barre was first driven from Mo- 
gadishu two years ago and 
350,000 people died last year. The 
U.S.-led military coalition ar- 
rived in December to restore or- 
der and ensure relief deliveries. 
On Sunday, Pakistani soldiers 
backed by U.S. troops seized 
hand grenades, mortars, machine 
guns and other arms in a raid on 
a Mogadishu neighborhood 
where shooting has occurred the 
past few days. 
It was the latest in a series of 
raids that have yielded weapons 
ranging from missiles to automa- 
tic rifles, indicating the large 
number of arms hidden away by 
Somalis when the foreign forces 
arrived. 
In the first flight accident of 
Operation Restore Hope, a Ma- 
rine helicopter landed and rolled 
on its side during a weeked train- 
ing exercise, causing minor in- 
juries to two crew members and 
slight injuries to two others. 
Tyson's attorney 
petitions for new 
trial in rape case 
by Thomas P. Wyman 
The Associated Press 
INDIANAPOLIS -- The judge in the Mike Tyson rape case last 
year made several technical mistakes and the former hea- 
vyweight boxing champion should get a new trial, his lawyer ar- 
gued today. 
Defense lawyer Alan Dcrshowitz told the Indiana Court of 
Appeals today ttiat jurors in the Tyson case should have been al- 
lowed to hear a tape recording of a telephone call that Desiree 
Washington made to report the alleged assault. 
The defense claims that testimony from three witnesses can 
contradict part of Washington's testimony and should also have 
been allowed, he said. 
Marion Superior Court Judge Patricia J. Gifford barred the 
three from testifying, ruling in part that they came forward too 
late. Dershowitz told the appeals court that his defense team 
was delayed by spending extra time with the witnesses to make 
sure they were truthful. - 
"It Is unfair to punish Mike Tyson because his lawyers acted 
in good faith," Dershowitz said. 
Tyson, 26, was convicted Feb. 10,1992, after Washington told 
Jurors he raped her the previous summer in his Indianapolis ho- 
tel room. She met the prizefighter while participating in a 
beauty contest. 
Dershowitz also argued that the judge erred by not letting 
jurors consider whether Tyson mistakenly believed Washington 
consented to sex. 
And the appeal questions the judge's selection, charging pros- 
ecutors manipulated court assignments to place the case before 
a sympathetic judge. 
Arguing for the state, chief deputy attorney general Lawrence 
M. Reuben said Dershowitz was trying to district the appeals 
judges from the legal issues at hand. 
"This appeal is not about re-weighing the evidence, as the de- 
fense would have you do," Reuben said. 
Neither Tyson, who's serving a six-year prison sentence, nor 
Washington, of Coventry, R.I., attended today's session. 
Dershowitz said he was going to the Indiana Youth Center 
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Spend the summer in the 
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summer experience working 
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Chess whiz whips opponent 
World's top ranked woman chessplayer wins after seven hours 
by Alex Bandy 
The Associated Press 
BUDAPEST, Hungary - There 
were no splashy celebrations 
Monday for 16-year-old chess 
whiz Judit Polgar to mark her 
win over former world champion 
Boris Spassky. 
Instead she trained quietly as 
organizers planned her next 
match 
Polgar, the world's top-ranked 
woman chess player, clinched 
the 10-game series on Sunday by 
holding the Russian to a draw. 
They play the final game Tues- 
day. 
When the ninth game ended, 
the audience of 200 in the ball- 
room of the Intercontinental Ho- 
tel stood and applauded Polgar 
"The result proves that Judit Polgar will soon be 
able to measure herself against the world leaders 
of men's chess." 
Zoltan Csorba, spokesman 
and Spassky, who both appeared 
exhausted after seven hours of 
play. 
Spassky, 40 years older than 
Polgar, said he would have to go 
over the game more to analyze 
how she managed a draw despite 
his advantage of a queened pawn. 
Polgar said she had only one 
aim: to win the last match Tues- 
day. 
The Hungarian teen-ager 
stayed away from reporters 
Monday. She was in training with 
MANY INDIVIDUALS 
MANY CULTURES 
UNITED THROUGH LEARNING 
SUMMER 93 
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
Summer catalogs are now available on campus. 
Cal Continuing Education, International and 
Summer Programs at 372-8181. 
her father, Laszlo Polgar, whose 
three daughters have reached in- 
ternational chess stature. 
Polgar's win on Sunday, in 
which she played black, gave her 
5.5 points, ensuring a $110,000 
share of the $200,000 purse pro- 
vided for the match by Yugoslav 
banker Jezdimir Vasiljevic. 
Organizers made plans for her 
to play Nigel Short, this year's 
challenger for the world chess 
crown. 
Polgar is widely seen as a po- 
tential contender for the world ti- 
tle that Garry Kasparov will de- 
fend against Short, a Briton, later 
this year. 
Vasiljevic has offered to put up 
$5.6 million to host the Kasparov- 
Short match for the world crown 
in Sofia, Bulgaria, next fall. 
Vasiljevic is also willing to put 
up more than $200,000 to see Pol- 
gar challenge Short in May, said 
Janos Kubat, organizer of the 
Polgar-Spassky match. 
Polgar last year became the 
youngest international grand- 
master in history, beating by one 
month the mark previously set 
by Bobby Fischer, who had won 
the world crown by beating Spas- 
sky in 1972. 
"Judit is playing incredibly 
well," Lubos Kavalek, a Czech- 
born grandmaster, told the daily 
Mai Nap. "She is not afraid of 
anybody." 
"The result proves that Judit 
Polgar will soon be able to 
measure herself against the 
world leaders of men's chess," 
said Zoltan Csorba, a spokesman 
for the organizers. 
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Hall pushes BG high 
jump record to 6-11 
by Mike Slates 
sports writer 
Despite competing in probably 
their most competitive indoor 
track meet this season, the men's 
squad placed 10 out of 13 teams 
at the Central Collegiate Cham- 
pionships Saturday. The women's 
team travelled to Ball State 
where they finished fourth in a 
five-team meet. 
The Falcon men, scoring in six 
of the 17 events (in which the top 
eight finishers in each event 
were awarded points), were able 
to total 28 points. 
"I think that the team may 
have been intimidated a little by 
having to compete against the 
most talented teams they will 
face in a single indoor meet this 
season," head coach Sid Sink 
said. "I really thought that we 
were capable of completing the 
meet with 50 or more points, 
though." 
Although just a pair of third 
place finishes were the best 
turned in by Bowling Green, 
senior Tom Hall had the most 
impressive day for the Falcons as 
his third place effort in the high 
jump broke the school record. 
Hall's clearing of 6-11 pushed 
him into the record books as it 
was just enough to best the exist- 
ing standard of 6-10 3/4 set by 
Dan Safkow in 1982. Hall and 
Toledo's Leonard Simmons both 
jumped 6-11 and were only bet- 
tered by Notre Dame's Tome 
Herman who cleared 7-01/4. 
Senior Reed Parks grabbed the 
other Falcon third place finish 
with a toss of 56-7 1/2 in the 
35-pound weight throw. Central 
Michigan's Scott Stanley took the 
event with a throw of 57-5 while 
Northern Iowa's Matt Casillas 
tossed 57-3. 
"Tom [Hall's] performance 
was really the highlight of the 
day for us," Sink said. "I think 
that [Parks] Is capable of finish- 
ing better and pushing himself to 
do better." 
Sophomore Brad Schaser fin- 
ished sixth in the mile run with a 
time of 4:16.55. Schaser ran the 
race after helping the distance 
medley relay team to seventh 
place with a time of 9:48.81. 
Also earning points for BG was 
senior Paul Seeley with a fourth 
place finish in the pole vault, 
senior Eric Goudy with a sixth 
place spot in the 35-pound weight 
throw, senior Todd Black (7th) in 
the mile run and sophomore Tim 
Arndt (8th) in the 800-meter run. 
Helping the women's squad to 
a fourth place finish at Ball State 
was Vicki Czekaj, Leslie Moor- 
man and Benita Thomas, a trio of 
senior winners. 
Czekaj captured the high jump 
with a leap of 5-5 3/4, her best of 
the season, while Moorman 
posted a time of 1:38.88 to take 
the 600-meter run. 
Thomas was the highlight for 
the Falcons. She not only won the 
400-meter run with a time of 59.5, 
but also finished second in the 
1600-meter relay event (4:06.15) 
with teammates Moorman, soph- 
omore Julie Shade and sopho- 
more Jane Moeller and third in 
the 200-meter run (26.16). 
"(Benita) was definitely the top 
performer at the meet for us," 
coach Steve Price said. "It was 
great for her to earn first, second 
and third place finishes." 
Earning second place points 
for BG, in a meet in which the top 
five in each event scored, were 
Moeller in the long jump with a 
best of 17-9 1/4 and Maria Guda- 
kunst with leap of 35-6 3/4 inches 
in the triple jump. 
Sophomore Nikki Lessig 
grabbed a third place for her fin- 
ish of 43-101/2 in the shot put. 
Three Falcons finished fifth in 
their events. Gudakunst took 
third in the long jump (17-0 3/4), 
Moeller in the high jump (5-3 
1/4) and a very ill senior Cheri 
Triner in the 3,000 meters with a 
time of 10:26.6. 
Price thought a healthy Triner 
could have moved the Falcons up 
two spots. 
"Cheri ran 20 seconds slower 
in both events that she competed 
In," Price said. "If she had been 
healthy, she might have won her 
events and the team might have 
finished second instead of 
fourth." 
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O'Neal puts NBA on 
his terms with dunk 
Sunday, February 7: The Or- 
lando Magic vs. the Phoenix 
Suns. 
Shaquille O'Neal grips the 
basketball between his enor- 
mous hands. 
It has that familiar grainy, 
leather feel to it. The ball was 
his best friend throughout high 
school and college, where Sha- 
quille used it to win friends and 
influence quite a number of 
people. 
That same basketball is now 
the focus of his life, and in a 
large way, the focus of the 
National Basketball Associa- 
tion. 
Shaquille coils his body just 
slightly. In this position, it's 
easy to see why so many sports 
figures worldwide have made 
so much conversation about 
him. 
Just look at the physique - 7 
feet 1 inch, 305 pounds. Not 
just big, though. Built. He has 
less than 10 percent body fat, 
explosive legs, long sinewy 
arms, and a chest that can 
bump Patrick Ewing as well as 
anyone. 
Shaquille vaults from the 
floor with the ball in his hands 
and a look of fierce de- 
termination in his eyes. He 
loves the game but knows that 
no one person is bigger than 
the league itself. 
He realizes that almost 
anyone his size could play the 
game. But the look on his eyes 
as he elevates from the ground 
tells you that he has worked to 
become one of the best. 
With one memorable burst, 
Shaquille hammers the ball 
through the rim - two points for 
Orlando. But these two points 
will be remembered as much 
more than just a Held goal in an 
NBA regular-season game. 
For, as he follows through 
with his dunk, he falls back- 
ward a bit, a tribute to the ten- 
acity of the play. The back- 
board begins to shake, and the 
Mark Leonard DeChant 
3] 
crowd becomes mesmerized by 
the incredible sight on the 
floor. 
The basket's support - a 
structure composed of steel 
girders - is now fading slowly 
to the ground, like a snake re- 
coiling from an enemy. 
Within seconds, the rim and 
backboard are a mere two feet 
above the ground. The basket 
stands at a height where a child 
could easily stuff the ball. 
But this isnt child's play. 
The crowd gasps at the mon- 
strous feat, knowing not what 
to say or do. Shaquille O' Neal, 
meanwhile, takes an apprecia- 
tive look at his work, then 
heads upcourt, flashing his 
soon-to-be-famous smile. 
The grin puts the 'Shaq Phe- 
nomena' in perspective. The 
rookie center is 20 years old. 
He will be one of the five men 
starting for the Eastern Con- 
ference in this week's NBA All- 
Star Game. Participating in 
that game will be guys who 
have been in the league for 
five, six, even 10 years - guys 
who have paid their dues. 
Shaqullle's dues were paid in 
full within his first four 
professional months. Points, 
rebounds, and blocked shots 
aplenty have earned him his 
spot on the All -Star roster. 
The last rookie to start an 
All-Star game was Michael 
Jordan. He's a player for the 
Chicago Bulls. Maybe you've 
heard of him. 
Officials and staff at the 
America West Arena are the 
only unhappy individuals In the 
building. For it is their job to 
repair or replace the inopera- 
ble piece of basketball equip- 
ment that stands closer to the 
floor than the ball boy. 
Everyone else in attendance - 
and those watching on national 
television - is staring at the 
basket in disbelief, or at Sha- 
quille himself. 
As for the man, he can only 
glance at the mess he's made 
and shrug. Just another one of 
his many victories in the world 
of basketball. This time, he 
conquered a metal and fiberg- 
lass basket support. 
Tomorrow, it may be the en- 
tire league. 
Mark Leonard DeChant is a 
sports writer for The News and 
wishes the Magic-Suns game 
would have been played at the 
Student Rec Center. 
■ ONLY nXJ CAN PREVENT FORES! FIRES 
"THE WIZARD OF AIDS" 
HEALTHWORKS 
AIDS i Health Education Pxiorimi 
Greenbriar Inc. 
TIME IS RUNNING OUT! 
Limited number left for fall. 
• Campbell Hill - Full 
• Field Manor - 4 Left 
• Columbia Court - Going Fast 
• 516 E. Merry - 1 Left 
• Frazee - 1 Left 
• 522 E. Merry - 3 Left 
224 Wooster       352-0717 
'The "Wizard ofSUDS' is a loving parody of L. JrankJBaums 
classic taU that shorts its SWDS prevention message -with humor and 
compassion. Come and watch 'Dorothy, a girltiredofthe world 
with JUCDS, prejudice, and ignorance and her friends as they journey 
down the faBled yellow brickjoad with their brains, heart, and 
courage to attempt to foil unsafe se%. 
FEBRUARY 16, 1993 
9:00 pm 
Student Services Forum 
The  event  is   free,  but  donations   to  benefit  David's   House, 
an  AIDS  hospice  in Toledo,  will gladly  be  accepted. 
®E %£S¥Cto&I'BL'£ 
Attend the performance tonight to learn how to prevent MDS- 7<m. 
are the only one who can protect yourself. 
LIVE 10 ££WC 
Sponsored   by   |ijg®   and   at   produced   by   HeslthWorkt   Theatre. 
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Fisher hopes Fab Five 
can shake off III loss 
by Jim O'Connell 
The Associated Press 
BLOOMINGTON, Ind. - Steve 
Fisher's math was perfect even if 
his team's passes weren't. 
The Michigan coach was as- 
sessing the fifth-ranked Wolver- 
ines' 93-92 loss to top-ranked In- 
diana on Sunday and he may have 
also been summing up their 
season. 
"The first 20 minutes of the 
game and first 13 minutes and 30 
seconds of the second half, we 
played pretty good," he said. 
"Then they went on their run 
and statistically that was the dif- 
ference. They made plays and we 
had turnovers trying to do too 
much. We didn't do near the job 
we needed to do." 
Indiana had already beaten 
Michigan on the road this season 
by one point. That loss made the 
Michigan skeptics forget wins 
over the likes of North Carolina 
and Kansas. Michigan, the tal- 
ented group of sophomores who 
made it all the way to the national 
championship game last season 
as the Fab Five, hasn't been able 
to win two close ones over the 
other best team in the Big Ten. 
"It's frustrating," guard Jalen 
Rose said. "I think the mistakes 
we made came from frustration. 
We started adjusting to too many 
things we can't control and that 
makes it hard on the team and 
that cost us." 
Rose made two free throws 
with 6:01 left for a 78-76 lead, the 
last of the game for Michigan, 
which led by 13 in the first half 
and nine in the second half. The 
Wolverines' next three posses- 
sions ended in turnovers. The 
first was a good defensive play 
by   Indiana   freshman   Brian 
for Indiana and only a 3-point 
barrage by Michigan in the final 
54 seconds made it close on the 
scoreboard. 
Michigan's season-high 12 
3-pointers in 22 attempts were 
offset by Indiana's 38-30 rebound 
advantage, including a startling 
20-10 edge on the offensive end. 
The Hoosiers (22-2) now sit 
atop the Big Ten with an 11-0 re- 
nt's frustrating. I think the mistakes 
we made came from frustration. We 
started adjusting to too many things 
we can't control and that makes it 
hard on the team and that cost us." 
Jalen Rose, Michigan guard 
Evans as he stole an entry pass 
into the post. The others were 
careless passes, the kind seen too 
many times by Fisher in the final 
minutes of too many close games. 
"It was a tough, tough loss and 
a terrific victory for Indiana and 
now we move on," Fisher said. 
"Hopefully we can shake off the 
effects of this go to Penn State 
and take it out on them. It was a 
hard-fought game. We never 
gave up. We just couldn't make 
the big plays when we had to." 
Those three turnovers turned 
into points that started a 13-0 run 
cord and a 2 1/2-game lead over 
Illinois, which ventures to As- 
sembly Hall on Wednesday night. 
Indiana has the nation's longest 
home winning streak at 27 
games. 
Michigan (19-4), which also lost 
at Duke and at Iowa this season, 
is 8-3 in the conference. Since the 
Big Ten doesn't have a postsea- 
son tournament, the Wolverines' 
title chances aren't even on the 
chart despite them being the 
most talented and athletic team 
in the league, if not the country. 
Cam panel Ii fired as 
coach of California 
by Doug Tucker 
The Associated Press 
KANSAS CITY, Mo. - The 
board of directors of the 
National Association of Bas- 
ketball Coaches met by phone 
for 1 1/2 hours Monday, talk- 
ing about how and whether to 
protest the firing of California 
coach Lou Campanelli. 
With a 10-7 record and a 
young, promising team, Cam- 
panelli was unexpectedly dis- 
missed last week. 
"Our hope at this time is to 
issue a statement Tuesday," 
Jim Haney, NABC executive 
director, said. "This firing of 
coaches at mid-season is an is- 
sue that we have to address. 
There have been four so far 
this year in Division I, and we 
understand two more have not 
been announced. 
"In this particular case, 
there are a couple of bases left 
for us to touch before we say 
anything." 
The NABC is powerless to 
stop the firing of coaches, who 
answer to the chief executive 
officer at each school. The 
coaches' group could bring 
embarrassment with its com- 
mand of widespread media at- 
tention. 
"We're very sensitive to the 
fact that the presidents have 
the authority to make de- 
cisions, whether we like the 
decisions or not," Haney said. 
"We're trying to get a sense for 
what happened and how it hap- 
pened and develop an appro- 
priate response. The broader 
issue of coaches being fired in- 
season is a great concern." 
Campanelli, who signed point 
guard Jason Kidd, one of the 
most highly sought prospects 
in the nation last year, won 19 
or more games in four of his 
first five seasons. 
"The biggest thing we're in 
total agreement on is that the 
guy wasn't given any hearing 
before they fired him," said 
Iowa State coach Johnny Orr, 
president of the NABC "On the 
24th of January he got a phone 
call from the chancellor con- 
gratulating him on the good job 
he was doing. He got a letter 
from the guy who fired him 
saying good job, keep it up. 
Then two weeks later they fire 
the guy." 
The NABC board consists of 
16 coaches, including Duke's 
Mike Krzyzewski, Kansas' Roy 
Williams, Southern Cal's 
George Raveling and Louis- 
ville's Denny Crum. 
Haney denied reports the 
NABC was considering trying 
to blackball Todd Bozeman, the 
assistant coach who was named 
interim head coach to replace 
Campanelli. Bozeman has been 
accused by some of trying to 
undermine Campanelli. 
"It's difficult even to re- 
spond to that," Haney said. 
"For us to organize into some- 
thing like that, frankly, would 
be appalling. It's ludicrous to 
even discuss it." 
Cal athletic director Bob 
Bockrath wrote to Haney deny- 
ing Bozeman had anything to 
do with Campanelli's dismissal. 
"I came to that decision fol- 
lowing our road trip to Arizona 
last weekend after which I 
heard Campanelli addressing 
his players in an abusive man- 
ner after both games," Bock- 
rath was quoted in parts of the 
letter published in the San 
Francisco Chronicle. "His abu- 
sive behavior was not tolerable 
in my estimation." 
"Coaches are hired and fired 
every year," Haney said. "We 
have to accept the fact. But at 
the same time, we have con- 
cern about in-season firings 
because it  is inconsistent. 
Ohio State hopes 
to defeat Hawks 
The Associated Press 
.SPRING BREAK 
•A • SPECIAL* Bowling 
Green State 
University 
Chartered Motorcoach Trip to 
SOUTH PADRE ISLAND 
March 19-27. 1993 
Off-beach-7 nlghts-from: $175 
Land Package 
Includes: -13% ieso'1 holrl u* 
1 iu and l.iirwrll iModl pjilies 
Id].mime) ...nlinii-Irri'   < .ill horntt 
-Ull Mil' touf dlll.'ClUIS 
Bahamas Cruise from: $299 
nfcmoMor eol yom Spring •i.o* r.p 
Holiday Travel: 
352-6567  
IOWA CITY, Iowa -- Iowa and 
Ohio State will be looking to each 
other for relief on Tuesday night. 
Both are in a slump heading 
into their Big Ten game at Car- 
ver-Hawkeye Arena, where Iowa 
has lost only once this season. 
Since beating Iowa 92-81 in 
Columbus on Jan. 9, Ohio State 
has lost seven of nine games. The 
latest was an 81-66 drubbing at 
Michigan State that dropped the 
Buckeyes into ninth place in the 
league at 4-7. Ohio State, the de- 
fending Big Ten champion, is 
11-9 overall. 
No.20 Iowa (14-6, 3-5) has lost 
three straight since its emotional 
victories over Michigan State 
and Michigan. The Hawkeyes are 
coming off a 91-85 loss at Minne- 
sota. 
Aloha banning 
1st Visit FREE 
with purchase of 
Student Discount Package 
7 visits $30.00* 
* valid with student I.D.*        26611 Dixie Hwy 872-BTAN 
Go straisht up Rt 25 to Churchills Plaza 
The next few games offer Iowa 
a good chance to get untracked. 
After meeting Ohio State, the 
Hawkeyes play at Northwestern 
and Penn State, which are tied 
for last in the league, then meet 
Penn State and Michigan State at 
home. Iowa's only loss at home 
this season was to top-ranked In- 
diana. 
"We have more games than the 
other teams in the conference, so 
we have a chance to move up," 
Iowa coach Tom Davis said. "Of 
course, we could move down, too. 
This game is important to see if 
we can get some wins." 
Davis is wary of Ohio State de- 
spite the Buckeyes' recent prob- 
lems. In the first meeting, Ohio 
State made 11 3-pointers, forced 
22 Iowa turnovers and led by as 
many as 25 points. 
"Ohio State played real sharp 
in that game, but they've gotten 
into the league games and some- 
times it's hard to be sharp be- 
cause you have to be on all the 
time," Davis said. "I'm sure 
they're better than when we 
played them last time." 
Roberts in arbitration 
hearing with Cincinnati 
The Associated Press 
CINCINNATI - The Cincinnati Reds went to a 
salary arbitration hearing Monday with Ail-Star 
infielder Bip Roberts, hoping to limit the pay raise 
he receives this season. 
The hearing was Monday in Chicago. Roberts 
asked for $3.9 million in arbitration, up from his 
$1.55 million pay of last season. The Reds 
countered with an offer of $2.7 million. 
Under baseball's rules, the arbitrator chooses 
either the team's figure or the player's. It can take 
several days for the arbitrator's decision to be an- 
nounced. 
Starting pitcher Tim Belcher, the only other 
Reds player awaiting salary arbitration this year, 
is scheduled for his hearing Thursday in Chicago. 
That is the same day that Reds pitchers and cat- 
chers are scheduled to report to spring training in 
Plant City, Fla. 
Belcher asks for $4 million, up from $2.1 million 
last season. The Reds offer $3.3 million. He had a 
15-14 record and 3.91 earned run average last year 
with a career-high 34 starts. 
The Reds avoided arbitration with a third player 
by reaching agreement Friday with first baseman 
Hal Morris on a $1.275 million contract. 
Roberts, in his first season with Cincinnati last 
year, made the All-Star team for the first time in 
his career. He started games at four positions: left 
field, center field, second base and third base. 
The switch hitter, acquired before the 1992 
season in a trade with San Diego, batted .323 with 
four home runs and 45 runs batted in during 147 
games. He scored 92 runs, had 172 hits (including 
34 doubles) and stole 44 bases. He led the Reds in 
batting average, runs, hits, doubles and stolen 
bases. 
In the All-Star Game, Roberts had two hits in two 
at-bats, driving in two runs. 
Roberts is expected to be the starting second 
baseman this season, since the Reds traded vet- 
eran second baseman Bill Doran to Milwaukee and 
obtained outfielders Roberto Kelly and Kevin Mit- 
chell during the off-season. Chris Sabo, the start- 
ing third baseman, is believed to be healthy after 
off-season surgery to repair an ankle injury that 
dogged him most of last season. 
Roberts and relief pitcher Norm Charlton were 
the Reds' only All-Stars last year. Charlton was 






All You Can Eat 
11:30-1:30...$3.99    4:00-7:00...$4.75 
_ 
The Phcosont Room 
7 oz. Ribeye Steak Dinner 
w/potato & side dish. 
Hours: Luneh1130-1:30M-F Only/ <fi Q*» 
Dinner 4:30 - 7 00 M-H   Umy »O.SH> 
Oaantwa »• c«r*> acitpUd 4-7 Mly Hr wt caape* rtu4uti 
Quantum ft corJ a««pt<4 aM 4m§ Hr •W campuj •t»4«nlj 
MARK'S 
Tuesday Night is... 
COUNTRY NIGHT 
Dance Lessons Start @ 9. 
Remember: Wednesday 
Night Is Karoke Night 
The BG News' Athlete of the Week 
In the final minutes of the men's basketball game against Kent 
Saturday, there was only one man that could make the shot to 
win the game, Michael Huger. He had done it once already this 
season against Eastern Michigan, but this game was different. 
t       BG was coming off a last second decision 
t\ against Toledo where a missed final shot could 
have won the game. Huger wasnt going to let 
that happen again as the Falcons came away 
with a 49-48 victory. 
For his efforts, Huger has been named The 
BG News'Athlete of the Week. 
In BG's two games last week, Huger scored 
34 points combined making 13-of- 23 shots 
| from the field. The 5-11 senior also nailed 
- 8-of-lO free throws while grabbing 5 rebounds 
Hu«er and 6 assists. 
arjaonaoaaaoaaoaaaonoaaexsnaa 
B CHARLESTOWN APTS.3 
□ AND H 
MID AM MANOR 
J AND J 
J        INDIAN RIVERS       | 
| • NOW RENTING • fl 
3 Choose from choice apartments within walking distance- to       n 
campus Summer 1993 and 1993-94 jchcol year. 
Q1 or 2 bedroom, fuminshed or unfurnished, gat heat and water £ 
□ included, air conditioning y 
3 a 
Resident Manager, J 
8 641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.C. -j 
352-4380 H 
j±xjcnaaaoanaaoooncjooonooaaan 
UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO 
Looking for   experience? 
Fun? 
Engine   repair? 
is the place for vou! 
Applications are now available for our 
Administrative, Campus Films, Contemporary 
Issues, Exhibits, Games, Mini-Courses, Outdoor 
Recreation, Performing Arts, Public Relations, 
Publications, Publicity, Spotlight Entertainment and 
Travel committee director positions. 
Any BCSU undergraduate student is 
encouraged to apply. Applications are 
available In the UAO office, 330 Union 
and are due by 5:00 p.m.-on March 3rd. 
UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO 
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Gymnasts welcome new leader 
Wall heads Falcons 
to season perfection 
byAndyDugan 
sports writer 
Improvement. It's what all ath- 
letes strive for - to do better 
than before in the endless pursuit 
for perfection. 
Such is the case of the gymnas- 
tics team, which has improved 
each week in both team and indi- 
vidual performances. 
But with the dream that in- 
spires, there must also be a fig- 
ure to lead; someone to push the 
team when times get thick; a mo- 
tivator to keep the group on the 
path to what they have strived 
for from the beginning of their 
season. 
In the world of Bowling Green 
gymnastics,   senior   co-captain 
team and lead she has. She has 
been the team role model in her 
unselfish attitude and in the 
grace of her high performances. 
Despite these natural qualities. 
Wall said she believes it's her 
obligation to act these roles. 
"There's a lot more pressure 
on me now that I'm a senior," 
Wall said. "We lost a lot of talent 
last year. So there's a lot of pres- 
sure on me from the coach to do 
well.". 
Her coach, Charles Simpson, is 
very pleased with the way Wall 
has handled her new position on 
the team. 
"I think she's doing very well 
this year," Simpson said. "In the 
past, she's been in the shadow of 
superstars like Mary Beth Friel 
and Julie Zickes, and now, being Robin Wall has played the role of 
this figure as she has led the a senior, she has responded very 
team this year in attitude and ac- well in leading the team. 
tion. "She guides the freshman by 
Wall got started in gymnastics 
17 years ago when at the tender 
age of four. 
"I used to do handstands as I 
watched the Olympics on televi- 
sion, so my parents thought it 
would be a good idea to get me 
signed up," Wall said. 
Wall went on to join a club 
team, the Aeronauts, while at- 
tending Eisenhower High School 
in Shelby Township, Mich. This 
highly competitive program de- 
veloped her into a Class I gym- 
nast by the time she arrived at 
BG. 
Throughout her first three 
years in BG, Wall got to work 
with such gymnastics stars as 
Mary Beth Friel, Kim Crawford 
and Julie Zickes. Although she 
remained in their shadow, she 
was able to capture the school 
record in the uneven bars with a 
score of 9.65 points during her 
junior season. 






letting them know what's expect- 
ed of them. She gets the team 
fired up for meets and leads in 
warmup. It's a struggle for her 
because she's not used to it, but 
she's doing very well. She always 
works hard and gives 100 per- 
cent. When it comes down to it, I 
can really count on her." 
Her teammates agreed that 
Wall's leadership has had a sig- 
nificant impact on the team. 
"She's a team motivator," said 
senior co-captain Stacey Davis. 
"She looks past herself and fo- 
cuses on the team. She's very un- 
selfish In her performance, she 
is doing very well. Her vault is 
relatively new to her, but she's 
doing a fine job. She's a strong 
all-rounder as opposed to many 
of us who are really good in just a 
couple of events." 
Teammate Wendy Marsh also 
finds Wall to be an effective 
leader. 
"She's   very   consistent   and 
Senior Robin Wall competes In the floor exercise in Sunday's meet 
against Western Michigan. Wall took fourth ID the competition with a 
The BG Newi/Tlm Nonui 
9J5. The Falcons gained their first win against the Broncos In a 
18S.4S-183.8S contest. 
very motivated and it reflects on 
the team," Marsh said. "She is 
definitely a role model with the 
way she performs and her atti- 
tude. She cheers everyone on. I 
think she's having a great senior 
year performance wise and she's 
helping the team out a lot." 
Wall has had a season of im- 
provement this year as she has 
already achieved some personal 
bests. She experienced a person- 
al best in the all-around with 
37.55 points, as well as on the 
balance beam where she has 
scored a 9.4. She also has tied the 
old school record in the vault 
with 9.55 points at the same meet 
where it was broken by Julia Ze- 
likov with 9.7 points. 
Despite these personal victor- 
ies, Wall unselfishly places the 
team before herself. 
"We've got a good team," said 
the criminal justice major. "We'- 
re inexperienced which is why 
we started off slow, but I think 
We'll get better as the season 
moves on." 
"I'd like to see this team place 
in the top three at MACs. Last 
year, we took sixth. I'd also like 
this team to qualify for NCAA 
regionals." 
She is focused, she is de- 
termined, she has goals and she 
is leading the gymnastics team to 
achieve their best. 
Wall summarized the motive 
behind her attitude and her ac- 
tions. 
"I just want to contribute as 
much as possible." 
THE GRAND SLAM OF BOXING 





























LIVE ON PAY PER VIEW. SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 20 AT 9.00pm 
PRICE $29.95 Before event day 
$34.95 Event day 
I'/fltlrUt 
CALL WOOD CABLE TV @ 352-8424 NOW TO ORDER 
AIL CHAMPIONSHIP DOUTS. ALL ON ONE NIGHT. 
ALL ON PAY PER VIEW. 
UAO   UAO   UAO    UAO   UAO    UAO   UAO   UAO   UAO   UAO   UAO   UAO   UAO   UAO 
Hit the ski slopes withSS^'s 
Ski Trip to Mt. Brighton, MI! 
gj When? - February 20 
3 pm - 10 pm (leave at 1 pm, return at 12 am) 
S Cost? -    Only $35.00 
♦includes lift tickets (for 3-10 pm) 
and 1 group lesson, plus transportation 
*Extra $10.50 for rental plus money for 
food/gifts 
H Sign-ups are 
|        Feb. 8 - Feb. 11 in the B^Dofficefl 
pj Only 20-25 spaces available 
so sign up NOW! 
S Call theeffiBSoffice for more info: 2-2343 
-&i\ 
Sponsored by the S3® Outdoor Recreation Committee. 
UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO 
DGQJSIED SHCCKED 
DOES APARTMENT HUNTING MAKE YOU FEEL: 
WE CAN HELP! 
*Campus Shuttle 
* 3 GREAT locations * Laundromats 
* Free heat & water * 1 & 2 bedroom apts. 
Gt f-*k ^ w, 
24 hr. maintenance 1 & 2 mil baths 
WINTHROP TERRACE       352-9135 0WSD HOTCM. 
Work to cultivate the buckle-up habit. 
It could save your life. 
Thre» out of tour OT«K u*nn rmxxn *n€t*n 25 «»** "out nome 
The «nnuala»( of u*n< c ««rm to mptoyvn ■» clow to « o*on 
OIL IS A 
CAR'S 
LIFE BLOOD 
1   
page 12 
CAMPUS EVENTS 
Will tutor Math. 
Call Daniel 372-3977. 
"INTOTHE STREETS" 
You can make a difference by going. 
Into The Streets 
Find out how tonight al 7 30 pm 
in113BA 
"INTOTHE STREETS" 
Attention Business Majors 
Earn an International Businoss degroe 
this umiw in France through B G.S U. 
Find out how: Wed.. Feb 17.9:00 pm 
Room 1000 BAA or call 353-1447 in A.M. 
BG.SU. , 
UNITED WAY 0RIVE 
FEB 15-26 
BGSU SKATING CLUB 
TONIGHT AT 9:15 -10:15 PM 
ICE ARENA 
COLLEGE REPUBLICANS 
Meet TONIGHT 112 BA 9 00 
Guesi Speaker   Jason Jackson. USG Presi- 
dent 
Softball Training Camp begins 
CRsCRsCR'sCR's 
Environmental Action Group sponsor's a 
film "Voice* In the Forest." Clear culling In 
Canada, 7:30 pm, Tuet., Feb. 16, room 095 
Overman • Discussion IcJIowIng w/Or. 
■erry Cobb. Free and open to the public. 
M0A 
Superdance 
Rock Around the Clock 
March 5 & 6 
epm-eam 
Dancing, bar*1:;, prizes a lood. 
NOTICE!! ELEMENTARY ED METHODS 
MEETING! All students who applied lor Fall 
1993 El. Ed. Methods (EDCI 350, 351, 352, 
353, 355, 356) srs sipected to attend this 
meeting, Tuesday, Feb 23, 4:00 pm. 115 
Education Building. BE THERE!!  
Philosophy Club 
The Philosophy Clubpresents "The Ethics of 
Organ Harvesting" by grad student Steve 
Sheinberg. 6:30 on Wednesday, Fsb. 17m 
306 University All are welcome - think about 
ill 
Prairie Margins, the undergraduate magazine, 
is sponsoring a FICTION and POETRY READ- 
ING on Wed.. Feb. 17 at 7:30 pm at Prout 
Chapel All welcome. 
Women lor Women 
General Meetings 
Every Tuesday at 6 00p.m. 
Faculty Lounge Student Union 
SERVICES OFFERED 
BREW OUAUTY BEER AT HOME FOR $2 A 
SIXPACK! FREE CATALOG CALL (301) 
540-3877 NORTH AMERICAN BREW- 
LORDS. POBOX 1321.GERMANTOWN. MD 
20875 
Pregnant? Need support? 
We can help. FREE and confidential services. 
Pregnancy  tests,  counseling  and  support 
groups. BG Pregnancy Center 354-4673. 
TYPING SERVICES 
Reasonable Rates With Accuracy 
Call 352-3987 from 8AM10 9PM 
PERSONALS 
GREEKS (CLUBS 
$1,000 AN HOUR! 
Each member ol your frat. 
soronry. team, dub, etc pilches 
in just one hour and your group 
can raise $1,000 m just a lew 
daysl Plus a chance to earn 
SI ,000 lor yourself! 
No cost. No Obligation 
1 -600-932-0528. sit. 65. 
125 EAST COURT 
DOWNTOWN 
ALWAYS  ~^\ 
OPEN   LATE 
K \ MEAL($5)DEAL 
f    f \^*~/wrm COUPON 
\'/-~^S/&/    12 WINGS/FRY/SODA 
)(    Sy^/ OR    I PHILLY/FRY/SODA 
'«lrW»'** °R      '     SPECIAL' FRY' SODA 
| STEAK   SANDWICHES-BUFFALO WINGS 
yDELI SANDWICHES-HOAGIES-COLD BEER; 
"MR SPOT'S PhifaddphTa'Cheese 
Steak Sandwiches and Buffalo Wings 
hit two geographical gastronomic 
delight spots,for sure." 
Bob Talbert, Detroit Free Press 
352-SPOT S352-7768 




The BG News 
"UAO — UAO" 
Applications are now available 
for the 03-04 UAO Director positions 
Any undergraduate student in 
good academic standing it eligible. 
Come lo the UAO office. 330 Union 
for more information. 
"UAO — UAO" 
"• SIGMA KAPPA "* 
Two shining examples of sisterhood: 
Sisters of the Week: 
Amy Gross and Chnstine Berry 
Congratulations I 
'"Awesome Spring Breaks! Bahamas Cruise 
Includes Meals $279, Panama City Room with 
Kitchen $119. Key West $249. Daytona (Kitch- 
ens) $149, Cancun $459, Jamaica $479! 
1 800-678-6366. 
'Friends of the Deaf* 
Tired of all the noise in your dorm or apt? 
Silent PIxzaTues.. Feb, 16. 9:00 pm at Myles 
by Taco Be". Its funii No vocal communica- 
tion. S>gn, mime, act crazy Next meeting 
Sun.FeD 21. 9 00 pm, 202 Ed.  
Are you Interested In living In co-op hous- 
ing next school year? Are you concerned 
about such issues as ecology, peace, racism7 
Are you interested in living in a caring, sharing, 
learning atmosphere with students who have 
the same interests you have? It so. we have 
openings in 'The Web" house which is located 
right across from campus on Pike Si. Call 
352-7534 for information. 
ATTENTION SPRING BREAKERS!!! PARTY 
LIKE GOOS!!! Panama City $139. Key West 
$269 Qualify accommodations, FREE DRINK 
PARTIES!   Call   Joe   Endless   Summer 
1 600 234-7007 
CAMPUS EXPRESSIONS Thursday. Feb 18. 
1993 
Bowl n* Greenery. 
Nine o'clock until Midnight 
CAMPUS EXPRESSIONS! 
This Thursday. 
Check it out. 
Campua EipreeaJone The Bowl n'Greenery. 
9:00 P.M. unol MdnighL 
Thursday. February 18.1993. H'a FREE! 
CANCUN-MEXICO 
Spring Break »1 Cho-cell 
7 Ntght Party Package Including RT. Av 
(Chicago) and Lodging Starts at $420 
1-800-845-6766 
Club 21 Now Open! 
4pm-2«m,Mon -S*t 
Uve Music Frl. ft Sat. 
Happy Hours 5-9 daily 
DEADLINE FOR BIOLOGY SCHOLARSHIP 
APPLICATIONS is Feb 26 
Did you know computers are being used more 
and more in the classroom today? We can help 
you out with math. 
Come to Ihe BGCTM Software Swap 
7:30-9:30   Feb. 16 
Room 131 LSC 
Bring a 3 1/2" disk or buy one from us for $i 
Friar's Point 
Blues. Rock N' Roll 
Bluee like you've never seen it before. 
Club 21' Frl. & Sat. 
Gnswoid Band 
Fn.Feb. 194Feb 26 
Al musicians welcome - open stage 6-9 
Griswold Band begins at 10 and ends at 2 
Rivervtew Inn 
141 N. Summit. Toledo 
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: COED WHtF- 
FLEBALL-FEBRUARY 17. WOMEN'S AND 
COED VOLLEYBALL-MARCH 2. WOMEN'S 
SNGL&D8LS RACQUET BALL MARCH 0. 
ALL ENTRIES DUE IN 130 FIELD HOUSE BY 
4 00 PM. ON DUE DATE. 
Intramurals: Reebok Basketball Spot Shot 
Contest - Tuesday, February 23. 1993, 
9.00p.m. m the Field House. Entries are limited 
to 120 persons. First come, first serve Open to 
men and women. Six spots to shoot from, one 
man and one woman winner will receive a pair 
of Reebok shoes. 1991-92 & 1902-03 varsity 
basketball players are ineligible. Sign ups be- 
gm Tuesday. February 16. in 130 Field House 
ITSFREEI 
Campus Expressions 
The Bowl n Greenery 
This Thursday I 
9.00 P.M - Midn.ghl  
MUSIC IANSVOCALISTSI 
Audition for a paid summer position in the 
Pre-Registration Variety Show) 
Sign up for an audition until Feb. 22 at: 
405 Student Services Building 
Need a break from studying? Why not come to 
CAMPUS   EXPRESSIONS!   This   Thursday 
from 9:00 P.M. until Midnight m the Union, 
NONDRINKERS, COME ON DOWN! You're 
the next participant In PSYC research' 
If you're a non-drinker willing ID help to further 
Alcohol  Awareness,  contact  Cassandra  at 
353-5901. Leave message 
Rock N'Roll Blues 
Friar's Point 
Rock N' Roll like you've never heard It 






405 Student Services 
DueMon.Feb 22by5p.m. 
To Princess Ann Mane. 
God's Little Girt Who Has Stolen My Heart. 
CINEMARK THEATRES 
CINEMA     "ST, 
SOUTH PADRE ISLANO 
Party with the BssIM 
Bsacti Front Hotels or ConrJos 
with Party/Activity Package. 
$22 per person/per night 
- Taxes not included. 
1-800 845-6766. 
SPAGHETTI SPECIAL-EVERY WEDNESDAY 
Only $1.25 lor spaghetti and slice ol garlic 
Dread when you presenl this ad INSIDE ONLY 
5-9 
Campus Poliyeyes 440 E. Court 
SPRING BREAK 
1.2,3 bedroom beach cottage. 
Party at Crazy Zack's N Myrtle Beach 
S. Carolina. $75 lo $125 per person 
1-800-645-3618 
THE BEST SPRING BREAK DEAL IN 
BG 
Go lo Panama Cry Beach FL. 
A full 7 nights, all rooms oceanlronl. 
Free parties everyday. Only $ 109 
Transportation available. 
WHY PAY MORE? 
Call Scott or Luke at 352-0909 
1234 N. Main SI. 
All Shows $3.00 
after 6 p.m. with 
Student ID 
Monday thru Friday: •how* 
■tart at appro*irmtely4 pm. 
Saturday | Sunday: Full Schedule 
L-. Show. Frl. S Sat. ONLY 
A LA DIX N . G 
Vain el AM. WSftem 
l:ttl4Vtft,S:ia.T:tt,«:a.(ll4»aiMt>HSS*l*Mtr) 
THE INCREDIILE: HOMEWARD BOUND - O 
WMOevayfeB 
te. felt, lio. MS, t:tS. (iiii 4 t]« FiitlM $Mir)* 
THE TEMP-R 
Tiroaty Huaon. la>a fijmn 
l«.l«I.M.'NIS).|ll<lllHMtlel>f.<)> 
NATIONAL LAMPOON'S 
LOADED WEAPON - POll 
aUaee (W«i Jan l«*rta 
SOMMERSBV PO-13 
WiisM eeisj ■*■** Ps— 
ijs,<i«>.T«e,Mi ni« A i iopfia seio-vid* 
Washington DC 'Atlantic City'Niagara Falls'- 
NYC. 3/22-3r28. 10 spacesdUe molor- 
coach. $695/ea.dbi occupancy. Indds: hotel. 
escorVguide, 6 meals ft much morel 1st come 
1st serve w/ full ami due at that time. For 
more info call Joyce @ Travel Unlimited 
353^)050 or 352-2165. 
WANTED 
2 male rmmts needed tor 93-94 school year. 3 
bdrm. fully furnsihed apt. located close lo cam- 
pus. If interested cal 372-1937.  
Male student needed to fill apartment. 
Available now. Own bedroom. 
352 7365 or 353-0325 
One female subleaser needed for Fall 93 
school year. Nice newly remodeled 5 bedroom 
house. Very dose to campus. Call 372-6127 
anytime Leave a message  
Wanted One roommate for 93-94 school year 
Must be academically serous and neat Inter- 
est call 353-5422 (Becky)  
HELP WANTED 
J200 -$500 WEEKLY. 
Assemble products at home. Easy! No selling. 
You're paid direct. Fully Guaranteed. 
FREEInformation-24 Hour Hotline. 
801 379-2900. Copyright HOH029450. 
250 COUNSELORS and Instructors needed1 
Private, coed summer camp in Pocono Mtns.. 
NE Pennsylvania Lohikan. Bon 234BG, 
Kemlworth. NJ 07033 (906) 276-0996 
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT • fisher 
iet. Earn $600."week in canneries or 
$4.000wmonth on lishtng boats. Free trans- 
portaltonl Room & Board1 Male or Female. For 
employment program call 1 -206-545-4155 em 
A5544. 
Attention Business students and entrepreneur 
student works painting is currently hiring self- 
motivated students to fill summer mngmi. posi- 
tions. Work m home town this summer while 
earning $6,000-8.000 and gaining business 
knowledge Contact Paul Evans tor more Info. 
(614)538-7665 
Attention Business students and entre- 
preneurs. 'TASP International is now hiring 
highly motivated students to Ml management 
positions this summer Earn $8,000 while gain- 
ing co-op credit and business knowledge. Posi- 
tions are open only in the following areas: 
Toledo. Maumee, Perrysburg, Flndlay, 8 
Canton. For more Information call 
1-600-543-3792 
CEDAR POINT INTERVIEWS 
Looking tor a great summer job? Cedar Point 
has over 3.500 positions available, offers tow 
cost housing, a bonus program, free admission 
to Cedar Point, extensive rec program, valua- 
ble job experience and possible college cred- 
its Interviews are being held at Best Western 
Falcon Plaza Mon., Feb. 15 and Tues.. Feb. 16 
from 10-4. Walk-ins v.elcome'  
CEDAR POINT SUMMER JOBS! 
3,500 SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE FOR 
1993. HOUSING AVAILABLE FOR THOSE 
18 AND OLDER. INTERVIEWS WILL BE 
HELD AT BEST WESTERN FALCON 
PLAZA. BISHOP ROOM. 1450 E. WCOSTER, 
ON MONDAY, FEBRUARY 15 4 TUESDAY, 
FEBRUARY 16 FROM 10:00 P M -4:00 P.M. 
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY. FOR 
MORE INFORMATION, CALL 419-627-2245. 
EOE 
CEDAR     POINT    AMUSEMENT 
PARK/RESORT 
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING • Earn 
$2.000./month « world travel (Hawaii. Mex- 
ico, the Caribbean, etc.) Holiday, Summer and 
Career employment available No experience 
necessary. For employment program cal 
1-206-634-0468 exl. C5544. 
February 16,1993 
CRUISESHIP/RESORTS/ALASKAiobsl 
$1200-iSOOO MOI Summerl Career! 
Guide. Cassette. Newsservice I 
(916)922-2221 Ext. 2. 
Customer Sales/Service 
»8 25 lo start 
Work FT or PT 10-40 hrsJwk. Flex, schedule 
around classes. Start al entry level w/ career 
advancement available. No door-to-door or 
telemarketing. No exp needed College echol- 
arships awarded. Interview al main office and 
work locally Application into 419 321-5365 
Earn StO per hour in your spare time working 
on campus. Contact Paul Evans (614) 
538-7665. 
EASY ASSEMBLY any hours. 1339 84 week, 
lamily ol 3 earns $4417.92 monthly. FREE In 
tormatJon-24 Hour Hotline. 801-379-2900 Co- 
pynghltOH029452.  
EXCEPTIONAL SUMME R OPPORTUNITY-- 
CAMP WAYNE lor Boys 8 Girls, NE PA (3 
hrs./NYC). Sporl oriented. Counsel 
ors/Specialisa ror all land/water sports. 
camping, computers. AAC, video, radio Cam- 
pus interviews on Tues., Feb. 23 Write 55 
Channel Dr.. Port Washington. NY 11050-2216 
or cell 1-600-458-7046 or (516) 883-3067. 
Counselors: Camp Wayne, co-ed children's 
camp,   Northeast   Pennsylvania.   6/22   - 
i 8/20/93. Tennis, Swim, Waterski, Sailing, 
Basketball, Volleyball. Softball. Soccer. Golf. 
Gymnastics, Aerobics. Dance. Cheerleading. 
NatureA^amping, Guitar. Fine Arts. Crafts. 
Drama,  Piano,  Photography,  Sell-Delense, 
Dnver/Video/Phoiographer (21 •). Other posi- 
tions available. On campus interviews: Tues- 
day. March 9th horn 11 am - 8 pm. 
For more information call 516-889-3217 or 
write 12AllevardSl.. Lido Beach. NY. 11561. 
Include your school phone number. 
INTERNATIONAL EHPLOYMENTMake 
$2,000Wmonrn teaching basic conversational 
English abroad. Japan 6 Taiwan. Many pro- 
vide room 8 board . other benefitsi No pre- 
vious training or teaching certificate required 
For employment program call: (206) 632-1148 
e.t J5544. 
Need cash?? Make up to $700Aveek from 
homel For into send LSASE lo: Noonstar Pub- 
lications. Box 19683, Kalamazoo, Ml 
49019-0683 
Part ome dishwasher, nights. Musi be able and 
willing lo work every weekend. Apply to Days 
Inn 1550E.WooslerStreet SooEd 
PUT-IN-BAY 
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT 
The Perry Holiday Hotel on South Bass Island 
Is seeking employees for all positions. II you 
are people onented. seH-moovated, responsi- 
ble 6 wssng lo work tor lop pay while having a 
ternfic summer, please contact us For more in- 
formation & application write or call: The Perry 
Holiday Hotel. PO Box 5175. Manslield. OH 
44901.419-938-6601. 
Summer positions Cabm counselors, water 
front director, horseback ndtng instructors and 
more with the WMCA Willson Outdoor Center. 
Look tor our display al BG Summer Job Fair. 
February 23 at the Lenhart Grand Ballroom. 
FOR SALE 
'83 Volkswagen GTI. Black w/ monochrome 
alloy. Wheels have all service records. EC, no 
guesswork' $2500 neg. 354-0904 Troy.  
Cancun. $429; Daytona. $149; Panama CHy. 
$119. Spring Break tnps going fast. Call Joe tor 
resv 353-2228. 
CHEAP! FBI. U.S. SEIZED 
89 MERCEDES $200 
88 VW $50 
87 MERCEDES $100 
65 MUSTANG $50 
Choose from thousands starting $50 
FREE Information-24 Hour Hotline 
801 379-2929 Copyright «OH029410 
Grateful Dead Tickets 
Ohio shows 4 entire Spnng Tour. 
Call Ideal Ticket Services 201-313-1519. 
IBM compatible. 512K with monitor, printer, 
software and stand. $375. Sun-Thurs. 
354-4003  
Lab lop Panasonic Computer tor sale. 640K. 
IBM Compatible, with programmed software. 
Computer weighs only 6 lbs AC and battery 
pack. $300 Call Karen al 372-4908. 
FOR RENT 
12 month leases starting May 15.1993: 
420 S. College - 3Br. House $585 • util 
525 Manville - 3 Br. House -$550 . unl. 
530 Manville - 3 Br House $400 . uM 
605 Filth Apt. A - 4 Br. -$600 . ML 
609 Fifth St.  2 Br. House -$460 . util. 
1204 E. Woosier-2 Br. Duple«-$450 • uol. 
Steve Smith -352-8917 
2 bedroom apartment on campus. 
Available now or tor Summer. Sublease. 
Call 352-2219. 
4 bdrm. house. 1/2 block from campus. 
Avail. Aug 16.12 mo. lease only. 
Cal 419-885-8307. 
BG's Most Award Winning Pizzo 
FR€€D€UV€RV 352-5166 
Open Horn frl - Sot - Sun/4pm LU€€HDflVS 
7" 1 Item Pizza & 5 Wings* 
7" 11tem Pizza & Breadsticks 
7" 3 Item Pizza & 2 Pops 
5 Wings* & Breadsticks 
7" 1 Item Pizza, Small Salad & 1 Pop 
7" Deluxe (or any 5 Items) A 1 Pop 
2- 7" Cheese Pizzas («. it. MX *or both) 
Any Large Sub & 1 Pop 
Breadsticks, Small Salad and 1 Pop 
Large Chef or Taco Salad & 1 Pop 




MGVl 04350 • 20-$&° • 30-S850 • 40-$l0°° 
.■T.Z?..- TOY 'EM. YOU'LL LIKE 'EM - W HOT'BBQ R , E DOI 
APARTMENTS 
601 THIRD 
Grads 12 month lease 
704 FIFTH 
o.. 12 mo.. 6 summer leases 
710 SEVENTH 
12 month leases 
352-3445 
Apt to sublease. ASAP. 
$325/mo plus gas Now until May 30 
CM anytime. 353-9005. 
Available near campus. Apt. tor 1.2,3 or 4 stu- 
dents. 6 bdrm. apt tor 6 students. Rental office 
316 E. Merry 13 352-7365. 
GEORGETOWN MANOR APIS 
800 THIRD ST. 
NOW RENTING FOR 1993-94 2 BR 8 1BR 
UNITS WELLMAINTAWED. FULLY FURNI- 
SHED. SCHOOL YEAR AND 12 MO. 
LEASES. REASONABLE RATES. ALL UTll- 
TIES INCLUDED. ACT EARLY. PHONE 
352-4966 
Houses lor 6 or 7 students. All near campus. 
Cany Rentals - 352 7365 Office 316 E Merry 
83.  
Houses lor Rent 
12 mo. leases-Mayor Aug. 
Tenant pay utilities • 1 mo. dep. 
734Elm,4bdrm .2bath.$700/Aug. 
217 S. College. 3 bdrm , $SS0/Aug. 
233 W. Merry, 4 bdrm, with loft. $660/ Aug. 
Call after 5pm ONLY 352-2330. or 354-2854 
Houses, 1 6 2 bdrm. apis. 
9 month, year and summer leases. 
352-7454 
John Now love Real Estate 
319E. Woosler St. 
(across from Taco Bell) 
Summer 6 Fall Rentals 
Over 500 units with super locations. 
Call 3542260 
Male student needed to till apartment. 
Available now. Own bedroom. 
352-7365 or 3530325 
New Townhouse - Avail. Fall '93 
'642 S. College Si. 
•3 Huge BDRMS/ 2 Full Baths 
*2 Car Attached Garage 
'Open Loh/Skylight 
•Washer/Dryer Incl. 
'5 Occupants $180/person 
•353-5800 for Details 
Now leasing 1.2.83 bedroom apartments and 
houses for Fall 93 Yes. we do allow petal 
3548800  
R.E. Management 
"Quality Off-Campus Housing" 
113 Railroad Si 
(next to Kinko's) 
352-9302 
Stop in tor a complete 
Summer $ Fall Housing Listl 
Room in boarding house. $i60/mo. - 
Thru August, sublease. 614-442-9540. 
Special Spring Rales 
Spnng semester leases. 
2 blocks away, pool, clubhouse 
Village Green Apartments 
 2ft££  
Toledo 
Medical 
Services, Inc.1 C.WWT. 
Reproductive Health Care 
for Women 
Abortion to 17 Weeks 
24 HR. PHONE SERVICE 
Free Pregnancy Tests 
Special Student Rates 
All Services Strictly Confidential 




WHEN YOU RIDE 
DRUNK, 
ONE MORE FOR 
THE ROAD 




Alcohol quickly affects your judgment, 
balance, and coordination. Don't 
drink and ride. Or your last 
drink might be your last drink. 
mmumuwmrmm lrink\$/ MBVK 
Do Your Part... 
O 
RECYCLE! 
